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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16/3:30 & 9:30 PM

JOE
MURPHY
AND THE WATER ST BLUES BAND
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THURSDAY NIGHT
DANCING 

WITH D.J. JAMES 
WEBSTER
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IF SATU RDAY 
BRUNCH

FROM 11:30 AM-2:30 PM 

BRUNCH SPECIALS 

START ATUNDER$4!
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F SUNDAY NIGHT
GRAWOODSUNDAY 

CINEMA FEATURES NEW 

RELEASES AND MOLDY 

OLDIES. ALL AGES. 

NON-ALCOHOLIC / 8PM
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I DOWNSTAIRS IN 
THE DALHOUSIE 
STUDENT UNION 
BUILDING
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Contributors
Courtney Pouts 
Marie LeBlanc 
Jerry West 
Stephen Wadder 
The Rat 
Barbara Harris 
Maichael Gushue 
Bruce tlie Viking 
Sarah Greig 
Women's Liaison 
Lara Morris 

Photo Liaison 
Mark Earhard 

Production Manager 
Mary Jane Hamilton

Calendar Editors
Courtney Pouts 
Boris Nikolovsky

CUP Editors
Shannon Gowans 
Ryan Stanley

Sports Editor 
Angel Figueroa 
El Guëro 
Chris Lambie 

Joe Budweiser 

Arts Editors 
Amber Creaghan 
Jennifer Beck 

Editors
Allison Johnston 
Alex Burton 

Typesetters 
Robert Carlson 
Erin Goodman

Business/Ad manager
Alexander Dow 
494-6532

The Dalhousie Gazette is Canada’s 
oldest college newspaper. Published 
weekly through the Dalhousie Student 
Union, which also comprises its 
membership, The Gazette has a 
circulation of 10,000.

Asa founding member of Canadian 
University Press, The Gazette adheres 
to the CUP Statement of Principles and 
reserves the right to refuse any material 
submitted of a racist, sexist, 
homophobic or libelous nature. 
Deadline for commentary, letters to the 
editor, and announcements is noon on 
Friday before publication (Thursday of 
each week). Submissions may be left 
at the SUB Enquiry Desk c/o The 
Gazette.

Commentary should not exceed 700 
words. Letters should not exceed 500 
words. No unsigned material will be 
accepted, but anonymity may be 
granted upon request.

Advertising copy deadline is noon 
Monday before publication.

The Gazette offices are located on 
the third floor of the SUB. Come up 
and have a coffee and tell us what’s 
going on.

The views expressed in The Gazette 
are not necessarily those of the 
Students’ Union, the editors or the 
collective staff.

The Gazette's mailing address is 
6136 University Ave., Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, B3H 4J2. Telephone (902) 494- 
2507.
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LTD.BURGESS TRAVEL
TRAVEL
UPDATE

Contact us about any advertised rate!

ATTENTION RUGBY FANS
Join the Canadian Rugby Team on a special tour to the 1991 
Hong Kong seven - a - side Rugby Tournament, March 20 to 
27 from $1899 per person. Includes air from Halifax, trans
fers, breakfast daily, Island tour, 6 nights accommodation and 
2 day event pass. ___________ ___ ________________

from $608BERLINfrom $404MIAMI
MALAYSIA from $1499 
FRANKFURT from $568 

from $568

from $869HAWAII
NEW YORK from $285 
CALIFORNIA from $589 NORWAY

from $539LONDONfrom $369TAMPA
The above tares are subject to availability and advance purchase rules. The fares vary according 
to departure date and are those in effect Nov. 13. Book and pay for your next holiday plans b) 
Dec.15,1990, and earn the chance to win air fair for two anywhere Air Canada flies.

A*******************************************1
Dartmouth 462-4242Halifax 425-6110
Superstore, 650 Portland St.1505 Barrington St. Maritime Centre

TOLL FREE IN N.S. 1-421-1345
Liverpool 354-5400 Bridgetown 665-4812

Graduation
Portraits

by

SUPER SPECIAL 
FOR NOVEMBER:
YOUR SITTING:
1 8x10 In Table Frame
2 5x7 In Folders 
8 Wallets

All for $81.00 plus tax 
YOU SAVE $16.00 We don't think

that we are num
ber one, thats 

why we try harder 
to please You

AfiU*f v

Master of 
Photographic

Arts

982 Barrington St. at Inglis ,
423 - 7097 422 - 3946
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WSUNSPLASHVI. J
)̂  . Nov 16-17 Friday-Saturday $5 Warm away

those pre-winter blahs. Come get ’wassy’ to 
the carnival sounds of soca, calypso, zouk, 

U reggae & funk, featuring Caribbean deejaysS 
I m Halifax's premiere reggae dance band, Umoja.

GABNET ROGERS f

Nov 21-22 Wednesday-Thursday $8 The third ^ If 
appearance by the brother and former- tjjT:” 
sideman of the late, great Stan Rogers, ff

yA pivotal member of one of folk music's E 
strongest & most influential groups, The Jj 
Stan Rogers Band. "A charismatic solo 
performer and singer.... achingly beau
tiful instrumentals" - the Boston Globe.
COMING UP: SKYDIGGERS (NOV 23rd-24th)
$2 'Imdatfi - JltMtl %defimdùit Wiuâic îfzm-’Midni^k
barrington at sailer • entertainment 420-1051 • food service 12-2:30pm & 5-10pm
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NEWS
Relationship reconsidered

DSU out of CFS?m \
w %t \s i

dent, raised the issue of with- , and both feel the DSU is better 
drawing from CFS.

Dow said “I reported to Council 1 Nova Scotia.
(DSU) may be considering pulling that there are some grave 
out of Canada s national student concerns...we should reconsider ous organizational problems, like 
lobby group, the Canadian Fed- our relationship with CFS.” 
eration of Students (CFS).

by Paul Websterir served by the Student’s Union of
The Dalhousie Student Union

Dow said “CFS has some seri-

any large institution, Its not as 
In the past few weeks St. Francis strong as SUNS. I see more results 

Peter Pottier, DSU Treasurer, Xavier’s Students’ Union has de- from SUNS than from CFS.”
cided to hold a “pull out of CFS”had “no comment” on the move. Neither Dow, Poitier or

The notion of Dalhousie pulling referendum. MacMichael will divulge how ac-
out of CFS, which it helped found According to Dow “we have two lively they will lobby for a pullout, 
in 1981, emerged at a DSU coun- school s [St. F. X. and Acadia] in Dow expressed a cautious atti- 
cil meeting Oct. 28. the Eastern Region pulling out. We tude to the topic, noting all DSU

services including CFS membcr- 
However, Jeffrey Phelps, Chair ship, CKDU, The Gazette, and 

both Pottier and DSU External of the Student’s Union of Nova SUNS are under review. 
Vice-president Lynn MacMichael, Scotia, said “I have heard nothing

*m
s
•>

have to think about it.”
During the time of the meeting

CFS does bring important privi- 
who is responsible for CFS-DSU about Acadia pulling out of CFS.” leges, said Dow, including Travel 
relations, were attending the CFS 
national conference in Ottawa.

Pother’s critical concern with the Cuts, ISIC cards, Student Savers 
CFS stems from his belief that CFS and membership in an important 

At the council meeting Patti is financially unstable. national organization at a time of
Travel Cuts might be one of the Services lost if Dal pulls out of CFS. Dow, DSU Executive Vice-presi- Dow and MacMichael echo this national factionalism.

Poll finds education 
funding increase favoured

favored reducing it and 13 percent strong response from voters be- 
wanted it increased above the in- cause of the complexity.

“They (the government) will get 
Bill C-69, currently being stud- away with anything they can get 

government should spend more ied by a Senate committee, will away with,” he said, 
money on post-secondary educa- lower the increase in payment by 
lion, according to documents ob- $870 million this year and $1.54 budget was released showed 70 per 
tained under the Access to Infor- billion in 1991-92. 
matron Act.

An internal poll conducted for 
the federal department of finance in 
January 1990 showed 52 per cent 
of respondents believed federal 
education funding to the provinces 
should increase at the rate of in
flation.

The poll was taken only a month 
before the federal budget slashed 
transfer payments to the provinces.
The payments are intended for 
post-secondary education and 
health, although some provincial 
governments don’t always use 
them in those areas.

“It’s clear to me Canadian soci
ety makes education a priority and 
they want to tell their government 
to make education a priority,” said 
Christoph Sicking, deputy chair of 
the Canadian Federation of Stu-

by Jacques Poitras

OTTAWA (CUP) — A majority flation rate, 
of Canadians believe the federal

Another poll taken after the

cent of Canadians considered the
transfer payment cuts a bad deci-

By 1993-94, funding will grow Qi 
only 2.7 per cent.

John Fieldhouse, press assistant 
to Finance Minister Michael 
Wilson, noted funding will con
tinue to increase although at a rate 
likely below that of inflation.

“Mr. Wilson would like more 
funding for post-secondary edu
cation,” said Fieldhouse, but the 

^ large federal deficit makes it im
possible.

“Those are the circumstances in 
which he has to make this difficult 
decision.”

sion.
Among 12 measures adopted in 

the budget, it was the least popular 
in the poll. Only 12 per cent con
sidered it a good decision.

“This is no different than a whole 
host of government action that has 
flown in the face of Canadian
opinion,” McCurdy said.

Poll respondents ranked educa
tion as more important than re
gional development, family al
lowances, foreign aid, defence and

TT J ^ subsidies to national transporta-
Howard McCurdy, the NDP s tioI1 such ^ via Rail 

post-secondary education critic, 
said the Conservative government 
made the cuts because transfer old age security as more important

than education.

They ranked health, farm aid and

payments are a complex procedure 
many people don't understand. Décima Research said 1,200 

Canadians were surveyed. Polls of 
that size are considered accurate 
within 2.9 percentage points 19 
times out of 20.

dents (CFS). While most Canadians would 
Only 26 per cent supported agree with better funding, he said, 

freezing funding. Nine per cent cutting payments won’t get a

Right-wing" misogynist to leave town?66

Martin said Way approached a feminism and sperm-killing, and right-wing views and certainly hadProvincial Court Judge Elmer
MacDonald ordered Way to stay female NSCAD lecturer near the spit on both of them,” said Martin, to be medicated once sent to the 

HALIFAX (CUP) — A man away from NSCAD and told him college Oct. 1, shouting “Murder-
banned from the Dalhousie cam- it was “advisable he follow ess! Murderess! Sperm-killer! did not take issue with Martin’s
pus Oct. 1 for harassing women has through” on his stated intention to Women are fetus-killers ! ” Though comments,
pleaded guilty to assaulting a lec- leave the Halifax area for Quebec Way raised his knapsack over his
turer and two female students the or Ontario.
same day near the Nova Scotia Crown Prosecutor Darrell Mar- did not strike her, Martin said.
College of Art and Design tin told the court that despite the 
(NSCAD). “fear and apprehension” suffered

Donald James Way, of 2044 by the victims, he would not re- tw0 female NSCAD students in Halifax from Ottawa “to observe help if he were not planning to
Gottingen St., was given a sus- quest Way be jailed because the separate incidents near the school, things around Dr. Morgentaler’s leave Halifax this week,
pended sentence Nov. 13 and put “bizarre” offences were technical “Mr- Way approached them, trial.” “I have my own doctor in Ot-
on probation for one year. assaults — no one was hurt. swearing, again talking about “He continues to exhibit extreme tawa,” Way told the judge.

by Jeff Harrington

Defence lawyer William Digby hospital,” said Martin.
Martin quoted a medical report 

that said Way might lose control 
Way spent a month at the Nova of his “angry impulses” if he did 

head in a threatening manner, he Scotia Hospital in Dartmouth un- not take the medication he is now
dergoing a psychiatric examination receiving three times daily, 
after being arrested. Prosecutor Judge MacDonald said he would

Martin said Way also accosted Martin said he apparently came to recommend Way get psychiatric
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CAMPUS
CATALOGUE

SUMMER JOBS
Applications are now being 
accepted for summer jobs on 
cruiseships, airlines and 

resorts. No experience 
naccessary. For more 

information send $2 and a 
self-addressed stamped 

envelope to:
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL CLUB 

5334 Yonge Street 
Suite 1407 

Toronto, Ontario 
M2N 6M2

For Rates and Information call 
Leanne Fullerton, Campus Plus 

(416)362-6468 
See you in January!

Find out about the only program to prepare you for this 
competition!

2-DAY SEMINAR

MAKE YOUR 
OWN BEERI

* Covers all aspects of the complex application, exam and 
interview process.

* Sample questions with in-class practice and tips, writing 
exercise Instruction, and crucial guidance on the interview.

* Comprehensive study kit on aid, trade, immigration, and 
poiitical/economic issues and stats.

* Taught at universities across Canada by former F SO Barry 
Yeates.

m
Large Selection of Kits!

IT’S SIMPLE & EASY I 
«COMPARE OUR PRICESS 

We also have WINE MAKING 
KITS and KITCHEN WARE.

Phone, write or fax for your FREE 
catalogue, in time for the holidays. 

519-642-2548 
D C. TRADING 
P.O. Box 23064 

City Centre 
London, ON N6A 5N9

* Outstanding Placement Record.
Foreign Service Exam Counselling Inc. 

104-404 Laurier Ave. East 
Ottawa K1N 6R2 

______  (613) 567-1764

THE GRAD 
HOUSE

Zl 3»
The
Grad
House

6154 UNIVERSITY AYE.

Presents:
Tonight Only

CARIBBEAN
NIGHT

Dinner and Dance 
Admission $6.00
All Members Welcome

See us Tonight
( Just look for W£'ÛR^PffÛÜ )

PURDY’S
WHARF

111
4

A

! i

WELCOME BACK TO ALL STUDENTS!!!

Dear Student:
Due to the spectacular support and de

mand from the student population, we have been 
encouraged to continue our STUDENT DIS
COUNT PROGRAM, and we will therefore be 
offering our incredible prices to you for yet an
other school year. You will receive a 40% DIS
COUNT on all full priced services (shampoo/cut/ 
blowdry or perm or color / highlites) and a 15% 
DISCOUNT on all professional retail products our 
salon offers upon presentation of a valid student
I.D.
Call today for inquiries or information or to re
serve a STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD.

Sincerely
425 “ 0027 The Staff & Management

Purdy's Wharf Head Shoppe
SALON HOURS

MON, TUES, SAT -9am - 6pm 
WED.THUR, FRI -9am - 8pm

mEDKEN
Beautiful Hair... 
down to a Science.

r How Can You Escape 
To Sunny Venice For 50% Off 

The Regular Price?

V

V
r ] Stow away on a gondola.

Hijack the Orient Express.

Show your student card.

All available tickets to Symphony Nova Scotia’s concerts are half the regular price 
to full-time students on the day of the performance. That includes our production of 
Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Gondoliers on Friday and Saturday night in the Cohn!

Join us for a relaxing evening of comic melodies with the Dalhousie Chorale and 
soloists in the Dalhousie Arts Centre (opposite the Weldon Law Building).

r

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16 8:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17 8:00 p.m.
Rebecca Cohn Auditorium, Dalhousie Arts Centre 
G&S’ comic operetta, The Gondoliers (concert version) 
Dr. Walter Kemp, conductor 
Sponsored by Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.

All seats ^$24" $12 INFO: 421-7311

Thursday, November 15Dalhousie GazettePage 4
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SYMPHONY
NOVA SCOTIA
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CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-361-1983

"Z WELT14 HOLE BOOT

10 HOI

8 HOLE 80 T ("Z" WELT

3 HOLEBROGUE

HOLESH

ORDER TODAY

INTERESTED IN JOINING 
THE FOREIGN SERVICE?

= s



NEWS—
Coalition fights Aconi

U. of Alberta adopts 
new enrolment program

ment legislation, should be done by province would just get a move on
reducing power consumption. We 

Corbett said, “we pay them a lot could conserve 150 megawatts, or

by Paul Webster
the Federal Government.

A coalition of Nova Scotia en
vironmentalists announced last money t0 *°°k a^ter the envi- 50% of energy now used , the 
Thursday they are challenging the ronment and protect the public in- amount which will be produced by

terest.” Point Aconi"EDMONTON (CUP) — The University of Alberta has adopted a 
new policy to increase aboriginal student participation and increase 
the level of awareness of native culture on campus.

Natives make up about five per cent of Alberta’s population, but 
there are only 129 native students out of the U of A’s 30,000 students, 
said Dexter Young, past president of the Aboriginal Students coun
cil. That s less than one half of one per cent. They are challenging the Nova

“We have seen no parity there, so our overall goal in the policy will Scotia Power Corporation for in- 
be to reach that parity by the turn of the century. We’re expecting a adequate consideration of the 
ten-fold increase in the number of native students,” Young said. project’s impact on Cape Breton 

The new policy — which becomes part of the university’s consti- groundwater resources, inadequate
tution — will expand and improve a year-long program offered to consideration of public concerns
natives who want to enter the university. It also calls for a native surrounding the project, and inad-
student centre that would provide tutoring, counselling and a com- equate concern for the project’s
munity outreach program. carbon dioxide output.

Reinhild Boehm, director of native student services, said increas- Speaking about the decision to 
in g native student enrolment is important, especially since the U of A g0 t0 court, Lois Corbett, director
increased its entrance requirements. of the EAC explained,’ “We’re

The stricter guidelines will make it more difficult for anybody to hoping to pick up on the successes 
get into university, Boehm said, but it will make it especially hard for at the national level of various 
natives.

Point Aconi”$500 million Point Aconi power
project in Federal Court. Discussing the project at a

The coalition includes the CamPus Environmental Action are real alternatives to schemes like 
Ecology Action Center (EAC), Group meeting last Tuesday Point Aconi. “It's part of a very 
Greenpeace, and three Cape Breton Corbett noted the plant is being outdated 1950's development 
residents. promoted as environmentally theory. Investment in efficiency

Corbett makes it clear that there

groups out west. The Canadian 
Wildlife Federation’s actions 
against the Raferty-Almeda Dam 
in Saskatchewan, and the success 
of the Friends of the Oldman River

Frat/Sorority group 
accused of discrimination sel impor,ant prec" friendly, due to its use of circulât- and conservation makes more 

ing fluidized bed technology which sense. Apart from anything else, its 
Corbett added "Eastern groups reduces sulphur dioxide emissions more fun!”, 

like us are joining the legal fray to by 70%, and nitrous oxide emis- 
show that the Federal Government 
has a responsibility.”

Throughout the history of the plant was not as friendly as the coming more vocal. Originally,
fight against the Point Aconi engineers had predicted. And the local people supported the project
Project Corbett has stressed groups need for the plant has been widely but according to Corbett “This has
like the EAC and Greenpeace are questioned, 
doing the work which, according
to Federal Environmental Assess- pone this project ten years if the project in Cape Breton”.

WINDSOR (CUP) — The University of Windsor student council 
has revoked the club status of a group representing fraternities and 
sororities on campus after allegations that the clubs are elitist, dis
criminatory and sexist.

Cinda Serianni, a council representative, argued at an Oct. 31 
council meeting that ratification of the Greek Letter Society (GLS) 
should be blocked because fraternities and sororities are not open to 
all students.

She said that, by their very nature, frats and sororities are sexist — 
and since students have to gain approval before joining these groups, 
the clubs are also elitist and discriminatory.

“They have a private club image, there’s no way they can disqualify 
that fact,” she said after the meeting.

“It’s nice to know that perhaps our moral conscience won out,” 
Serianni said. “I think people really reflected upon what they were 
voting (for).”

Members of the GLS said they were shocked by the council decision 
which bars the society from receiving council funding. The GLS will 
also not be allowed to book university space for meetings or use the 
campus pub for official events.

Tal Czudner, secretary of the GLS, said he was suiprised by the 
council’s decision.

“I thought it was a little unusual,” he said. “It’s funny because some 
of the same points they brought up about us can be easily said (of) 
several of the other groups.”

Opposition to the plant appears 
sions by 90%. But similar tech- to be growing as the once quiet 
nology used at a Chatham N.B. residents of Cape Breton are be-

radically changed. There is now 
Corbett said “We could post- almost total opposition to the

Socialists meet in Halifax
She pointed out the Quebec NDP longer a remote dream, it is an 

has divorced itself from the na- unfolding reality. The workers 
“I often talk of Nova Scotia as tional party and endorsed the le- have done a lot to repeal anti-labour 

being the most regressive province gitimacy of a “socialist, inde- legislation. The Government has 
politically and the furthest pro- pendent Quebec”. been forced to extend rights
gressed in terms of racism said Discussing the Oka crisis as an granted to industrial workers to 
Carol Ann Wright. example of the bankruptcy of the * agricultural and domestic workers.

Wright is a Nova Scotian who mainstream parties Roy pointed We have to continue to fight 
ran for Mayor of Toronto in 1988 out something also emphasized last these sorts of issues.” 
and for the Ontario New Demo- fall by the Halifax Committee in 
cratic Party (NDP) in the recent Solidarity with Native People.

“The media never indicated that 
Speaking at the “Future of So- there was important support for 

cialism” conference organized by natives in Quebec. They simply did 
Halifax socialists over the week- not want to show that there is mass 
end, Wright presented a novel ap- support for the First Nations. The 
proach to participation in Cana- Trade Unions in Quebec have • 
dian politics, based not on support for the First Nations at the t 
careerism, connections, opportun- top of their agenda.” 
ism, ambition and a law degree, but

by Paul Webster

on

| • continued on page 6

Ontario election.

OSA
update

Pasta pestilence strikes: 
Mulroneys macaronied

TORONTO (CUP) — Emotions flew and so did the macaroni when 
Brian and Mila Mulroney visited York University on Nov. 5.

About 150 students jeered the Mulroneys and pelted them with 
cooked macaroni and paper balls in a protest against taxes on reading 
materials and student loans, cutbacks in federal transfer payments and 
Canada’s military involvement in the Gulf.

The instigator of the pasta throwing protest, first-year York student 
Cheryl Hockey, said it was organized “to show solidarity” with 
University of Ottawa students who showered MPs with Macaroni 
during Question Period on Oct. 17, National Student Day.

“I was hoping the media would link the protest to what happened 
in Ottawa,” she said.

Mulroney was at York to speak to about 100 business students 
about the economy in a closed-door session.

Some protestors demanding to be let in were knocked to the ground 
by police.

“It was a violent and unwarranted, physically abusive act,” said 
Nikki Gershbain, who was picked up and thrown to the ground during 
the incident

by Alex Burton
Nyanga’s presentation of the I 

rather on genuine communitarian circumstances socialists live with |. . , At the time of press, no new de-
concern for the underpriviledged in South Africa emphasized the velopments had been reported in 
residents of Toronto’s Riverdale need to abolish apartheid, to put an 1 ^ negotiations between the Dal- 
neighborhood. end to authoritarian politics in housie Staff Association (DSA)

Wnght shared the Forum plat- South Africa and to alleviate the , ^ Daihousie Administration,
form Saturday night with Bafo social disaster posed by South jhe two sj^es were t0 meet 
Nyanga of the South African Africa’s six million homeless and 
Congress of Trade Unions, and seven million unemployed.
Marianne Roy of The Parti 
Communiste du Quebec.

Tuesday and Wednesday with 
provincially appointed conciliator 

Nyanga noted “in Canada being Dannie Hood.
a Communist is a stigma; in South 

Roy’s discussion of Quebec Africa its, a compliment, 
politics focussed on the emergence Nyanga’s speech included large
of a Quebec left-wing coaltion in doses of Leninism, of revolution- 
the past five years, defined in op- ary rhetoric and hints at the his- 
position to the Liberal and Parti ' torical inevitability of a socialist 
Québécois mainstream establish- South Africa, 
ments.

The DSA, which represents ap
proximately 750 clerical, technical 
and library staff at Daihousie, held 
a strike vote a week ago, the results 
of which were not made public.

If an agreement is not reached 
Daihousie students could find 
themselves adversely affected“Our freedom” he said “is no

Thursday, November 15 Daihousie Gazette Page 5
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NEWSDecorate your room 
with sports posters 
from ifÛHl

Canadian trek

Cycling for the homeless
MS**'-
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LTD.UY/aJ REPUÇASHOPS

Licensed sportswear, 
posters and other 
novelties of NHL, 
NBA, Major League 
Ball, NCAA College, 
NFL teams and 
Breweries.

“The Sports Fan's 
Choicer

£ going to be people who give a shit 
and people who don’t give a shit.”

An estimated 250,000 Canadi
ans have no fixed address, ac
cording to a recent report on 
homelessness prepared by the 
Canadian Council on Social De
velopment (CCSD).

There are only about 14,000 
beds in the 472 shelters across the 
country to accommodate these 
growing numbers.

The CCSD wants provinces to 
develop programs to slow down or 
stop the demolition of rooming 
houses. Quebec has lost two-thirds 
of its 15,000 rooms in the last 10 
years, making affordable housing 
almost impossible for those who 
need it.

The CCSD’s acting executive 
director said the number of home
less people is only going to get 
worse.

“If unemployment goes up, 
homelessness is going to go up,” 
Valerie Sims said.

“Affordable housing is not get
ting better with the recent federal 
cutbacks to social housing.”

So why has Green chosen to 
become an activist for the home
less?

“I guess part of it is just show
ing that I care,” he says. “I’m 
generally interested in helping 
people.”

Green is creating an organization 
to promote alternative projects for 
the homeless, such as Dans la Rue, 
a mobile shelter for Montreal street 
kids.

His trek will begin in St. John’s, 
Nfld., winding down more than 
4,000 miles and 12 cities later in 
Vancouver. He might even make 
his way through the tundra of the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories.

Green doesn’t expect to turn 
everyone’s attention to the plight of 
Canada’s homeless.

“It’s naive of me to think this 
(trip) is going to make a drastic 
change in people,” says Green, a 
second-year Applied Social Sci
ences student. “There are always

by Michael Orsini[Ml

MONTREAL (CUP) — John 
Green is wheeling his social con
science into motion.
! The 26-year-old Concordia 
'University student is embarking on 
a six-month bicycle trip across 
Canada next October to raise 
money for the homeless.

Green chose to cycle during the 
dead of winter because that’s 
“when people need shelter the most 
— it’s cold.”

m m
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UL&2U REPLICA SHOPS

Spring Garden Road Level, Park Lane 422-3707
LTD. Thursday, November 15th 

Friday, November 16th
Presents:

c^xX Saturday, November 17th

Admission $2.00 (Fri. & Sat, only)
The Dalhousie Student Union Presents Ladies Complimentary

FROM
MOSCOW TO 
DALHOUSIE

Entertainment 9:00pm - Midnight
Friday Night Matinee - 4:30 - 6:30
Pam Marsh

C^Lord Nelson Hotel d
The ploce lor good food, /un and drink al 
great prices. Select /rom our new. exciting 
menu. Every Wednesday 4:30 ■ 6:30 ■ Bee/for 
a Buck with beverage purchase.

Food Sfavr Hou<s

Thu'ldoy • Satu'dov 
Il 30 AM 9(0PM

tëvr
T HW I Z Mondo, Wrdnndov 

II X AM 7 00 PMTONY WILSON-SMITH 5675 Spring Carden Road 
Adjacent Park Lane Mall 423-6331

Moscow Bureau Chief, Maclean's Magazine

Graduation
Photography

M
M,u - II

He is also trying to get corpo
rate sponsorship to help cover the 
spiralling costs of the trip, includ
ing airfare to Newfoundland, at 
least two specially-designed bikes, 
and other cycling equipment.

Green said erasing the stere
otypes commonly associated with 
people living on the street will be 
a daunting task.

“To be on the street doesn’t 
mean that you’re a failure. When 
was the last time you walked in for 
a job without bathing for three 
weeks?

“Potentially, this problem can 
touch anybody.”

apPv I!It II1
A

1

Tiiesday November 20/8 pm 
Mclnnes Room,

Dalhousie Student Union Building

Tony Wilson-Smith, 
the Moscow Bureau Chief for Maclean's Magazine, has the 
behind-the-scenes story of the radical changes in the Soviet 
Union and Eastern Europe. His return to Canada offers a rare 
opportunity for Canadian students to hear first-hand about the 

tumultuous events behind the Iron Curtain. Socialist
From the earthquake in Armenia to Soviet troop withdrawl from 

Afghanistan to ethnic unrest in Azerbijan, Tony has explored 
every aspect of Soviet life. Regarded as the rising star of 

Canadian journalism, Tony returns to Canada as Maclean’s 
Ottawa Bureau Chief.

• continued from page 5
If Nyanga conveyed a sense of 

exotic socialist urgency, Wright’s 
tone was strictly down to earth. She 
emphasized the need for Canadians 
who care about their individual and 
collective destinies to act.

“The system is yours. You’re 
part of the political process. Make 
politicians accountable” she said.

Nyanga concluded by appealing 
for support from Canadians. “We 
need your help. We’re concentrat
ing all our fires on getting rid of 
apartheid.”

$2 $3 $4 YOUR NUMBER ONE CHOICE

gareypridham
*** ^■onotogiaonei

1586 aryyle street 422 - 9103

General
Admission

Faculty, Staff & 
Alumni

. University 
Students

A i$J DALHOUSIE VLmZCJL* 
STUDENT *
UNION

TheDelta
Barrington halifax. nova scotia
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OP/ED----
Canadians need to work together

Girada not well. In fact we’re quite sick. ish>or domineering. corporations, a e important to national unity, work together to preserve the communica-
We re suffering through a heart attack on our ow’more dian ever, Canadians need to but look again. True, these companies do not don forums that already exist for Canadian 
way to a major break down. communicate. They need to spend time represent all of what Canada is. They don’t students.

The final affects of the Meech Lake fiasco mg and listening to each other. come close to expressing the wonderful This means working to refocus and reunite
will not be felt for some time, but it is safe to Une the most important forums for such cultural diversity, history, and traditions that organizations such as the Canadian Federa- 
say the resulting crack in the maple leaf will communication is through existing national make us Canadians. Yet, there are not many tion of Students, not to follow the example of 
not be repaired in the near future, if at all. institutions. Which is why it is so ironic that tangible things that define Canada. So, why ,he federal government and simply withdraw 

Demands for more power and more in- these institutions are under attack, now more is the government spending so much energy ourselves when it is most important to speak 
dependence are heard from the Pacific to the than ever. attacking the few institutions that can be out uud be heard.
Atlantic. Spicer is fighting an uphill battle against considered all our own. Dalhousie has a long and illustrious his-

Much noise is being made about the Federal the same people who hired him. He isexpected So what can we do about it? Well, there is tory of organizing and supporting national
Government’s “Canada Commission” led 10 find the bonds that unite Canada at the the usual stuff, write letters, join protests, organizations that allow Canadians from coast 
by Kevin Spicer, and not without reason. The same tune as the federal government is etc... but there is something else we as students to coast to speak with each other and to work 
poor man has been given the responsibility to overseeing the dismantling of Via Rail, Petro can do. together for the common good,
do, by July 1, what no one has been able to do Canada, and Air Canada. We can defend, work for, and support the That is a history Dalhousie should be
in over 100 years define Canada. It may not seem that these institutions, or national institutions we belong to. We can Prou(t °f, stand up for, and continue to work

Don t get me wrong. I wish him the best of on. Let’s not hide our heads in the sand. If
luck. It’s just that it seems he has been given__________________ _________________*___________________ there are problems let’s work them out to-
a task (to unify Canada) that just about eve- V wA rx / gether, as Canadians, and not as islands of
ryone else in the country is working against.

Canada is at a crossroads and the future of 
our country hangs very much in the balance.
Little slip ups can soon be perceived as major 
blunders, and people on opposite sides of the 
political spectrum are just waiting for achance 
to expose the other side as insensitive, bull-

ignorance.
Canada needs people to speak out on its 

behalf. Let’s hope Dalhousie will not be 
remembered as one of those who sought to 
undermine the bonds that link the country 
together.

V
V „

Alex Burton,?*

War is profitable
by Boris Nikolovsky room for commie peace bullshit, 

no way, no sir. We’re totally right 
and no mickey mouse dictator is 
going to push us or our brethren, 
the United States of America and 
the defender of democracy and 
peace, around.” The official ad
mitted Rambo is the best movie 
ever made.

When asked about Canada’s 
reluctance to act under the United 
Nations’ declaration, the source 
replied “screw them, we don’t need 
anybody to tell us we’re right. If 
the boys down south (Washington) 
give the go ahead, our people are 
ready.” The official stressed that 
Canada follows an independant 
foreign policy.

LETTERS“The Gulf Crisis is an unex
pected boom for Canada,” said an 
anonymous official in the govern
ment.

“Potential war is a welcome 
psychological boost. What with the 
G.S.T., Meech Lake, Oka and 
deficits, people need some excite
ment to take theirmindsoff things.” 
War would also alleviate the woes

that was so way off the mark of the 
second floor, but take the elevator article it appeared with. Why is 
instead, to save time’. this? Is it because the article
3. The rapid-access computers, criticized editorial czar Alex 
(Press SEND, wait a minute, press Burton for his myopic views on the 
SEND again, wait again...)

Fun in the 
Killam Library

Dear editor, crisis? Was it Alex's revenge?
I first borrowed books from the Those easy to understand call The unofficial policy of printing 

Killam library in my second year. nu™J^rs ^or books. (TR 3069 L2 cartoons that were relevant to, or 
(My sister needed some info on ^ " supported an article was suspended
Shakespeare and couldn't find it l^e Number One Things to to denigrate an opinion that the 
anywhere else.) I first used it for Took For at the Killam Library: Gazette editors openly opposed, 
myself three weeks ago. I bor- T People studying. (Hey, I'm still The Gazette editors must not be so

looking!)

of Atlantic Canada “especially in 
the fishing industry,” said the offi
cial.

A military source hinted Canada 
might deploy its short range cod 
missiles, lobster cluster bombs, 
and poisonous maple syrup gas, in 
the event of war in the Gulf.

The military & fishing industries 
have rapidly developed these department declared "we always 
weapon systems despite a massive have plenty of gumballs for the 
government deficit and criticism military. We always give them the 
that Canada has a wimpy army. black ones ‘cause they ’re the best.

A general added “Malarky, we It used to be jelly beans you know.” 
could blow Iraq up in a blink. Just When asked about economic 
boom and Saddam won’t have to problems facing Canada, the offi- 
go to Mecca.”

Responding to criticism that at the moment. People are getting 
Canada is sacrificing butter for more and more excited about war 
guns,the official said “the sacrifice and we hafta’ get rid of, once and 
is fish, not butter. Anyway, all for all, those silly nincompoopy 
those plants are closed and would social programs.” 
reopen to produce the military cod The official expressed his hope

that if a lot of people, like Kevin
The official boasted Canada is MacDonald (Gazette Nov 6) get 

coming of age. Asked about happy enough about war, the 
Canada’s traditional non-inter- government would not need to go 
ventionist & peace keeping role, through the hassle of bringing in 
the official said “there is no more the draft in the event of a conflict.

“small” and narrow-minded by 
Craig Falkenham trying to trivialize a seriously 

written op/ed that runs counter to 
their own viewpoint. It's time to 
grow up, Gazette, and at least show 
some fairness, or a semblance of 
journalistic integrity. This paper 

I'm sure you've noticed by now is fast becoming a sounding board 
charged the whole dollar, I would that the Gazette has the cute habit and ideological organ for an elite 
have kept it the other thirty-five of putting humourous little car- few (i.e. Alex Burton), 
minutes. I should only have to pay toons next to it's articles, op/eds
41.6666667 cents. But, being an and letters. In fact, in all nine issues ^ . .. n .,averageDalhousian. I willpay'ihe of the fall 1990 term the Gazette ^^“tLnZpteZhh 

dollar fee, probably the day before has adhered to the unwritten policy his article last week. It did not ex-
of applying cartoons that were press the views of his opinion piece.

rowed a book on the reserve list.
Well, I was twenty-five minutes 
late returning it. (The elevator was 
slow, and nature called.)

Within two days I was mailed a Pi qqpH 
‘bill’, asking for the $ 1.00/hour 1 1000^ WM
overdue charge. For only 25 min- Dear editor, 
utes? If I had known I would be

Another official in the finance

Kevin McDonald

cial remarked “that’s not a concern

I borrow another book.
Which brings me to...The Top relevant to, or even outrightly 

Ten Things to Look For at the supported the writer's arguments. 
Killam Library. (What does this This use of the cartoon is a great 
have to do with my little anecdote? medium for making the author's 
Who knows?)
10. People trying not to get caught as the GST, tuition hikes, faculty 
eating and drinking in the library, strikes, etc.
9. Various staff pushing around However, if you look at every 
that book-laden trolley, trying to cartoon in all of this term's nine

issues so far, you will find only one 
8. Books in which other students single instance in which a corre- 
have conveniently underlined the spending cartoon espouses a totally 
more interesting parts. different viewpoint than the article
7. Electrical outlets at every cu- it was attached to. This occurred 
bicle. (For what? A T.V.? Nile- in the November 8 issue when a 
light? Radio? Remember, if it's cartoon of Uncle Sam (pretending 
not...Oh, forget it.)
6. People on the top floor, looking companied an article that defended 
down on the rest of the world.
5. The various signs warning and called for a peaceful solution 
against recent thefts, reminding us to the crisis (“Canada needs to be 
how safe we are from crime.
4. People who can walk up to the has the Gazette printed a cartoon

All contributions 
to the Gazette 
must be typed, 
double-spaced. 
This also holds 
true for letters, 
which should not 
exceed 300 words. 
Opinion pieces 
should not exceed 
500 words.

and the deadly maple gas.”
point and poking fun at such things

look busy.
XMr Editor,

X ttiLnk youjr some iind
oi Komvnist.AVlt&iuL.
Where <£o you. get ofj 
Spying waf, racism, 

f sexisn.c^nd. homophobia 
arc bad ihij.

to be a carefree warmonger) ac-

@35 Canada's role in the Persian Gulfri
in Gulf’ vol.9 p.8) Nowhere else
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\ THOUSANDS 
OF T-SHIRTS

ISLAND BEACH COMPANY
(PRICES YOU WON'T BELIEVE!!)

WE NOW HAVE

5491 Spring Garden Road 
Halifax

Mic Mac Mall
21 Mic Mac Blvd., 2nd Floor

Halifax Shopping Centre 
7001 Mumford Dr.

LETTERS
would have many equally valid inappropriate, especially in light of 
options to select from, and that s/ the issue at stake. Earn bothered 
he would be able to freely decide that he uses this issue as a forum in 
among these options without out- which to create a battle between 
side coercion. This does not hap- men and women, 
pen with violence against women. Mr. Gilchrest obviously is 
For women there is no “free enough in tune with the issue to 
choice” afforded on the issue of know that very serious injury, both 

I would like to respond to the sexual assault and rape. A woman mental and physical, is done to 
Oct. 25 letter by Mr. Bruce cannot freely choose to live safely women at the hands of men every 
Gilchrist, who criticized the Take without threat in this city or day. I think that Mr. Gilchrest's 
Back the Night March for being anywhere else. That is precisely only “choice” in this matter is to 
sex discriminatory in its exclusion why the Take Back the Night support women in their decision to 
ot men from the march. I disagree March is a women's march. It is a march freely together. Without 
very much with the perspective that women's issue. It is women's fear 
he has taken on this issue.

Women-only 
best choice
Dear editor,

men.
that is being released.

Fortunately for Mr. Gilchrest 
the Night March is quite clear to (and yet very sadly for 51 percent 
see; it is an opportunity for women 0f the world's population), the issue 
to unite and find courage together, 0f violence against women does 
in places where they commonly not directly affect him. His friend, 
cannot go alone at night because Ms. Beckwith's quote (“Get real! 
of the sickening threat of sexual since when did we ever have the 
assault.

Ian DigbyThe purpose of the Take Back

Infanticide?
Dear editor,

The deaths at the Temple Mount 
night anyway?”) exposes a sad gave Paul Webster (Gazette, Nov.

It is true that Mr. Gilchrest and irony that women indeed have never 1) an opportunity to equalize Iraq 
other men were, as he says, “never had the night, and many continue and Israel (“the very same crime”) 
asked to join” the march. In fact, l0 fear for their own safety. and, more subtly, Iraq and the
posters and pamphlets very inten- j fjncj another section of Mr. United States (the invasion of 
tionally invited only women and Gilchrest's letter very frustrating to Kuwait was a “murderous display 
children. However, I would cau- rea(j. when he refers to Dal staff of violence not seen... since the 
tion Mr. Gilchrest's use of words 
when he claims that he was not

member Mr. Joe Morrison being U.S. invasion of Panama”).
I do not intend to dispute the„ . asked to leave the women's only

allowed free choice in making event jn the Green Room, he “widely-known” facts proving the 
die decision of whether or not to writes, “Sounds like a bit of sex comparisons nor comparisons 
join the march. discrimination to me, eh fellow themselves. I understand that one

The words “free choice” here men?” This attempt to draw soli- child wounded in front of a T.V.- 
indicate that ideally, a person darity from “fellow” men is very camera in Jerusalem or in Panama

is worth more than a thousand of 
poisoned Kurds or scores of killed 
Kuwaities, in places where jour
nalists do not dare to go.

All I resent is only the play on 
my emotions by picturing the 
Palestinian intifada as the brutal
soldiers versus the innocent chil
dren.

If safety was the most important 
issue for the Palestinian children, 
they should stay at home. If they 
did not stay, I may find two ex
planations only.

The first one is that they make a 
conscious decision to go and fight 
for their beliefs. We should respect 
their mature choice and should 
refer to them not as children, but 
as freedom fighters or warriors. 
But if you are a warrior, shouldn't 
you accept the possibility of being 
hurt?

The second explanation is that 
the Palestinian children are actually 
too young to make a mature deci
sion. I would imply that the people 
who exercise an ascendancy over 
the children, manipulate them, and, 
by sending them on the streets, 
deliberately risk their life and 
health to achieve their political 
goals. And I do not think the Israeli 
politicians or soldiers have that 
kind of ascendancy over the Pal
estinian children...

If this explanation were correct 
I would pity the children, but my 
moral repulsion not necessarily 
would be directed toward the Is
raeli soldiers...

Therefore, dear Paul, do not 
expect me to pity the children and 
to support the Palestinian cause at 
the same time. One or the other - 
you cannot have both.

P. Trela
• letters continued on page 16

VA'S

o

Tel: (514) 637 7831

A New Fall Selection of Dalhousie University Leather and Melton Jackets
ARRIVING SOON AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

Sizes Available: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
Prices : Leather : $270.00, XXL $297.00 

Melton : $185.00, XXL $203.00

Estimated Arrival : December 1 st / 90 
A great gift idea for Christmas & Graduation.
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effectively with people in most difficult situ- teacher, and activist, and was nominated to trade.
ations. My mother lived in my father's the Dalhousie Board of Governors in 1987. Her second book, Woman Talking 

Mayann Francis has recently returned to- shadow. I said I'd never do that becauselsaw “It knocked me off my feet, blew me out of Woman M more of a manifestation ofTynes’
Nova Scotia to become the Dalhousie Uni- the effect this had on her when my father ^e water. Never in my wildest dreams did I ‘womanest’ self.
versity Employment Equity Officer. After died. Part of her died with him and she lost ^link I would be part of institutional policy “This book is clearly an amplification of a

makers or even the chorus, the Greek or voice which is truer to this woman’s life that 
Maritime chorus off to the side saying, ‘No I live and it's a real sharing. I feel that I writei 
you can't do that’ or ‘Yes, do that, but do that 
more’ or ‘Change that’ or ‘No, don't change 

, i - that’ or ‘Recognize this voice, this commu
te please my constituents and have a positive impact, nity...,”’ she said.

M y . Although she is still finding her full place
- Mayann I rancis on the Board, Tynes is very clear about who 

she represents. She says she becomes very 
impatient when other members of the Board 
do not understand her questioning of policies 
affecting accessibility of programs, or fi- PI 

Professors and community leaders have nancial status of students.
“We don't seem to speak the same language f'

I want to do well as a woman and as a black. I want

j

spending 16yearsinNew YorkCity,Francis the will to move on," said Francis, 
says she is happy to be back home again.

As the person responsible for ensuring the also inspired Francis. People like Linda 
implementation of employment equity legis- Christianson-Ruffman, a feminist professor very often. I tend to speak a language that is 
lation at Dalhousie, Francis has spent the first 
few months in her position familiarizing 
herself with the workings of Dalhousie. "I've 
been getting to know the the campus, and 
telling people that I'm here. I want them to 
know who I am and why I'm here," she said.

Francis recognizes that employment eq
uity may be met with some resistance. "Peo
ple shouldn't be afraid of employment equity.
It requires change and people have to be up 
front with how they feel about it. So far I've 
had a positive reception from people," Francis 
said.

*8

grounded in the realities of life, and the :■■■■■■*

Y "1 c struggle for people who are often seen as
Jj | non-traditional and traditionally excluded.

’/Jm ^ They (the Board) seem to speak in a lan- 
= 8ua8c that is well-grounded in conservatism 

- œ ^ traditionalism and ‘let us not rock the 
o boat’ and ‘let us err on the side of fear and 
• ■ caution here because there's all these new 
J black and brown and feminist and tan and 
a. disabled and whatever else voices and faces 

around...,”’ Tynes said.
Tynes insists that there are distinct dif

ferences between the minority community 
and the women's community, and that there 
are separate dialogues which must take place.
However, she emphasizes that on closer in
spection, much of those dialogues dovetail 
and much of the struggle for full accessibility 
is the same.

“I’m living this life as a black and female 
person so those agendas are right there front 
and centre with me. In terms of accessibility Maxine Tynes
vis-a-vis those who are physically...and from a community of women, that's where 
otherwise challenged, that’s another hat I my articulation begins and continues. I live 
wear. Whole winters went by when I was a through the landscape of women,” she said, 
student on this campus when I could not 
attend class...,” she said.

i.

Francis is not unfamiliar with breaking 
new ground. When in New York she was the 
one of the first Black women to be hired as a 
corporate paralegal by a mid-town Manhat
tan law firm. She feels that she contributed to 
opening the doors for other visible minorities 
to be hired also.

Now her goal is to change the face of the 
Dalhousie campus. "I'd like to see Dalhousie 
become a multi-racial campus," said Francis.

She believes employment equity is a step 
in the right direction and hopes it will be 
accompanied by altitudinal change as well.
"There's more to it than getting the numbers.
It's important that you hire members of the 
target groups who have the proper qualifica
tions and not just anyone to fill a quota. If you 
don't hire quality people then you are just 
setting people up to fail and negative stere
otypes will continue. You're also doing a b------- literature to high school students.
disservice to the targeted groups (visible “It’s important to me that my students see
minorities, women and the disabled)," said Mayann Francis me as more than a person who counts essays to her politics, this has only served to
Francis. at Saint Mary’s University, Barbara Jordan, a andtalliesmarksattheendoftheterm. Iwear strengthen her committment to her goals.

As a Black woman, Francis has experi- Blackcongresswoman,andMaxineTynes,a my ideology, my heart and soul openly, for “To not remain invisible. To not have a 
enced both sexism and racism. She says Black poet and activist in Nova Scotia. "These 
sometimes it's hard to separate the two. She women are fighters and pioneers," said 
finds that racism is more subtle here than in Francis.
New York. "People do things like avoid Looking to the future, Francis seeks new 
looking at you or they're patronizing and career challenges and may someday write 
condescending. Sometimes I think it's amus- about her experiences as a Black woman 
ing. Now they have the problem and not me," living in New York City, 
said Francis.

A self-described feminist, Tynes does not 
separate her cultural ethnicity from her ex- 

Maxine Tynes grew up in Dartmouth, and istence as a female person. Tynes remarked 
later commuted to school at Dalhousie. She “I have to be a feminist, or be a dust mote in 
dabbled in a wide range of subjects, and the air, but even then, I'd want to be a female 
graduated with a degree in English. She then dust mote and if there is any such thing as 
opted for education, and currently teaches reincarnation, it will be such a dirty trick on

me if I don't come back Black and female!” 
Although she sometimes faces resistance

' j

It knocked me off my feet, blew me out of the water. 
Never in my wildest dreams did I think I would be a 

part of institutional policy makers...
-Maxine TynesSexist and racist attitudes contribute to the 

pressure to succeed. "I want to do well as a 
woman and as a Black. I want to please my
constitutents and have a positive impact. The I know how many hats I wear on this them so it’s not all a discussion of plot voice that is not validated and not amplified,
pressure is always more for a visible minor- campus, where I’ve always been female, I development and characterization and all TohaveitmatterthatlamaBlackandfemale
ity, but you just leam to live with it and do have emerged from and still belong to the that...,” she stated. person as a teacher in ...(the high school). It’s
your best," said Francis. working poor community of this province; Tynes' first book,BorrowedBeauty, was a very difficult to be Black and female, to be

Many people have influenced Francis I’veal ways been black; and I’veal ways been reflection of who she is in an ethnocultural disabled in that milieu. It’s quite debilitating,
throughout her life. " My father was a church disabled. So, all those doors of accessibility, sense. She explains that she was trying to It's important to me to turn all of those -isms 
minister and influential in the community in -I represent people who are knocking on all look back at the past, even though for most around and there is not a lot of encouragement
Sydney, Nova Scotia. He inspired me a of them and I'm still knocking on all of them.” Blacks in this part of the world the route back for remaining in the trenches and being a
whole lot and he had an ability to deal very] MaxineTynesisapoet, writer,high school to Africa was obliterated during the slave get-up, stand-up person.”

“I know who I am.
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by Munju Qavindra

by Lara Morris
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department and the faculty union. This form role model for her female students. She is, 
of administrative work seems to be common however, uncomfortable with holding such a
for women within the university community, position, for it involves more responsibility
especially if you are dedicated in striking a than she would like to bear. Sherwin is an
gender balance by trying to ensure the further accomplished feminist but admits that she 
employment of women.

Within the Philosophy Department itself, learning and figuring out her theories can be 
Dr. Sherwin has not experienced any direct applied, she learns as much from her students
“horror stories” which seem to be all too as they learn from her.
common at Dalhousie. She believes she is 
taken seriously and treated with respect by 
her male colleagues. She has, however, ex- § ! I 
perienced considerable hostility in reference o 
to the substance of her work as being femi- 
nist. Often this hostility is not directed at her jjj 
but rather at her students. Despite Dr. 8 
Sherwin’s particularly lucky experiences at 
Dalhousie, she does not ignore the fact that § 
the university community can be an inhospi- q. 
table and often hostile environment for 
women.

Both the personal and professional goals 
of Dr. Sherwin center around improving the

does not have all the answers. Constantly
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Jane Arscott

Jane Arscott, a part-time Lecturer in Dal
housie’ s Political Science Department, feels 
“trapped” in the system, though she doesn’t 
feel hers is an atypical situation. Arscott: 
describes herself as “an example of women 
on the fringes of the [university] system”.

Part of the problem seems to lie in the 
continuing perception of young up-and- 
coming women as either career oriented, or 
family oriented. However, between the two

Susan Sherwin

Fry recognizes that as a woman in a very 
male-dominated area she serves as a role 
model for her female students.

female university presidents. Her stately and 
charming friendliness make her the em
bodiment of the institution of which she is the 
head.

Fry has long ties with the college. “I was 
an undergraduate right here at King’s, in the model,” she explains, “I hope I have been 
class of ’53. And now I’ve come home to the helpful to some women students.”

extremes are women like Arscott who have 
made choices which leave them with im
portant responsibilities other than for them
selves and their long term career goals.

In addition to the pressures of keeping up that her personal development was verymuch
with increasingly high standards demanded influenced by her mother’s example and that
of teaching staff, equalled only by the severe she means to further it. “Having an 18 month
cutbacks in funding and resources, Arscott old daughter helps to sustain my desire to be
has the added responsibilities and pressures a positive force for change...to be a role 
of children,ahusband(with tenure),finances model to those you know personally, and to
and finding “the wherewithal to complete those you don’t as well” she said, 
my [Ph.D.] thesis” she said.

When asked about her career goals, Arscott 
responded “It’s difficult to disassociate career 
goals from family...it’s difficult to 
compartmentalize my life into public and 
private.”

Women in her situation face the problems 
of immobility and lack of autonomy. “Be
cause of my responsibilities, I’m more lim
ited in my career possibilities. I don’t have 
long term plans because I don ’ t have personal 
autonomy. People in my situation don’t have 
that luxury... I hope it will be altered in the 
course of time” she said.

She suggested several ways in which her 
sort of situation could be addressed and 
corrected. As to affirmative action pro
grammes, she said “It would be nice if there 
wasn’t a need for them, but there is.” Uni
versities must first recognize that a problem 
exists and then begin to accommodate the 
two career family. “Universities are too used 
to having a domestic system of support be
hind the principle earner in a family” she 
said.

role models stems from her childhood in 
Saskatoon, Sask., where her mother was a 
medical doctor who began her career in a 
northern farming community. Arscott said “It’s always been inescapable for a woman 

in a professional position to be a bit of a role

Whilst by no means easy, Eileen felt that being 
female and a single parent tended to be to her

advantage.

Fry is satisfied with the situation women 
in universities now face. “I think women 

Fry also holds degrees in classics and must be glad 10 see what is going on, with
philosophy from Dalhousie and Oxford programs such as the Women’s Studies. In
Universities. my own department particularly, good study

Fry began her teaching careeratBishop’s if being done of feminist theory.’
University in Québec. She says she “heard She sees King’s as a good environment for 
through the grapevine” that they were female students, pointing out that women are
searching for their first ever female faculty a majority in the student body, 
member, and applied. Fry got that job and 
was Bishop’s first Assistant DeanofWomen, such a patriarchical institution, continue to
as well as a member of their philosophy come. Fry’s presidency is a landmark, 
department, for six years. 'In 311 elderly institution, an ancient insti-

A search for women’s input lead Fry to tution, like King’s, changes may come
leave Bishop’s for Trent University, in Pe- slowly,” Fry says, “But when they come,
terborough, Ontario, which was being they’re timely and they work.”
founded in 1964. She was asked to “head up 
the Women’s College at Trent” and thus was 
involved in the beginings of Catherine Pan- 
Traill College. Fry served as Trent’s Vice 
President for four years.

In 1987 Fry received a letter from Dr.
Robert Crouse, then King’s Vice President, 
informing her that she had been nominated 
for the position of President at King’s College, 
and asking if she was interested.

“I was happy where I was,” remembers 
Fry, “But I knew after I came down here, 
after the interview, that yes, I wanted it.”

Fry was offered the job and became King ’ s 
first female President.

“This was a special opportunity for women 
to move into a place that had always had a 
male president, and make it work,” she says.

Fry has thus far had a busy Presidency.
JJixz come to King’s at a time of consider

able challenge, above and beyond those a 
University President usuually faces."

Among Fry’s particular challenges have 
been the construction of a new library, the 
institution of a second degree program for 
King’s (the still tentative Contemporary 
Studies Programme), and the celebration, 
last year, of the College’s Bicentennial.

Fry recites this list of special items which 
have claimed her attention, and concludes 
“I’m extraordinarily lucky to have had such 
a series of opportunities.”

University to head it. That’s rather thrilling,” 
sKe smiles.

-ti

And the changes at King’s, traditionally

.1

L .

When asked if she thought role modelling 
was an important aspect of future change, 
Arscott whole-heartedly responded “Oh, 
definitely. My role models were mostly 
male.. .but now it’s very important for me to 
have contact with other women, since it 
affirms that my experiences aren’t unique.

Arscott said there is a definite need for 
more female role models in the university

Marion Fry

Its difficult to disassociate career goals from 
family.. .its difficult to compartmentalize my life into 

public and private.
-Jane Arscott

system. But she doesn’t see how this will 
come about “without structural changes”. 
She said that part of the problem is “that you 
see men and women with career paths that 
start to diverge radically. The standards are 
increasingly difficult for women to achieve.”

“It’s unfair to ask women to adopt mas
culine standards of success. I would rather 
see [women students] assessed in terms of 
what they have the potential to do for the next 
30 years rather than to project future success 
based on the most recent seven years of 
graduate school” said Arscott.

When asked if she considers herself to be 
a role model for youn ger students, she replied 
after some time for thought, “Yes. It doesn’t 
matter what stage of life you’re at, you find 
that you have influence on others. To have 
someone come up and tell you this years later 
is kind of neat”.

Herbelief in the necessity for strong female

Dr. Marion Fry is obviously happy as the 
first woman President at the University of 
King’s College. She knows that among the 
many large oil portraits of former presidents, 
in abundance at King’s, her own will attract 
particular attention. Eileen Pease

I’ve come to King’s at a time of considerable . 
challenge, above and beyond those a University 

President usually faces.

Horses broughtEileen Pease, then a secre
tary, from England to Canada. Today she is 
the lecturer of the Communication and Ca
reer Management Course in the School of 
Business Administration and the owner of 
the successful business Dynamic Learning. 
She is currently on the executive of the Nova 
Scotia Board of Trade, of which she was the 

Fry does not believe that being a woman first female director in 1982-83 having been 
has caused her any extra hurdles in the course one of the first female members,
of her career, and in fact it has perhaps been Eileen completed a BA in psychology and
an advantage. BEd. at Dalhousie before teaching for 5

-Marion Fry
“I look around the dining hall, and I think 

one day I’ll be up there. I wonder where 
they’ll put me?"

Fry is part of a very definite minority of
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by Celia Lamond

situation of women in university and abroad. 
She observes that Dalhousie needs more 

Dr. Susan Sherwin is presently employed diversity in their hiring practices, and more 
at Dalhousie University in the Philosophy women and minorities in high ranking posi- 
Department. Dr. Sherwin is the only woman tions. Unfortunately, the power structure at 
ever to be employed in this Faculty. Dr. Dalhousie mirrors that of society. Therefore,
Sherwin arrived at Dalhousie in 1974. She commented Dr. Sherwin, legitimizing the
received her undergraduate degree from York status quo. It should be the university envi-
University in Math and Philosophy, ho- PhD ronment which challenges these oppressive
from Stanford University and her post doc
toral from Case Western Reserve University 
in Medical Ethics. Dr. Sherwin has held 
various administrative positions within her

by Kim Schofield

norms. Dalhousie must come to grips with its 
role within a sexist, classist society, setting 
an example for the world beyond.

Dr. Sherwin sees herself as a professional

She observes that Dalhousie needs more diversity in 
their hiring practices, and more women and minorities 

in high ranking positions.

T
;
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years in local primary schools. Meanwhile \ 
she was developing a program for, and 5 
teaching, speed reading. After her husband c 
had completed his PhD Eileen decided to 1 
take a MEd. in reading at Mount St Vincent i 
so as to raise her teaching license to a higher a 
pay bracket. Although she fell pregnant soon c
after commencing the degree Eileen pressed i 
on regardless and returned to class sitting on 
a rubber ring with her baby on her lap one 
week after giving birth.

By 1981 Eileen was a single parent with 
two children, working full time as a Guidance 
Counsellor and running two businesses part 
time. She was teaching at Henson College 
and was the manager of the Halifax Nancy 
Thompson Trust for Women being the most 
successful agent in Canada. Eileen also 
found time that year to take the Canadian 
Securities course, renovate her house and 
develop an intensive speed reading course to 
be taught commercially. It wasn’t however 
until July 1986 that Eileen was financially 
able to work full time with her business, 
developing new courses and focusing her 
energies into making it successful. All the 
while she continued to teach at Dalhousie.

Members of the Board of Trade were also 
very helpful and encouraging. Whilst by no 
means easy, Eileen felt that being female and 
a single parent tended to be to her advantage. 
Without a spouse she learned to make all the 
decisions at home, and at work, developing a 
self assuredness and confidence which has 
enabled her to compete in a male dominated 
environment. Knowing the difficulties of 
being a female executive Eileen considers 
gender an important issue which both male 
and female MBA students should pay at
tention to.

At present Eileen is planning to franchise 
her business here in Halifax and start another 
in England. The decision is a major one but 
Eileen is keen to meet face to face with a new 
challenge.

Susan MacIntyre
Administration, MacIntyre believes some 
progress is being made on women's issues. 
“Sadly, I don't think the issues have changed. 
Personally I feel I'm still fighting the same 
battles, but I think what's really important is 
more and more women are fighting with me. 
We are fighting to be heard, and for an equal 
voice everywhere," said MacIntyre.

MacIntyre feels she had the opportunity to 
express her views within her position as 
Assistant to the Vice-President, Student 
Services. However, she would like to see 
more progress within thecampuscommunity.

“At Dalhousie, like many places, I'd like to 
see decision-makers look more carefully at 
the work women do and to examine the little 
value they place on that work. Issues such as 
pay equity will partially address these con-

“Being a feminist means being openly 
active and vocal on issues that concern women 
as women,” said Susan MacIntyre, Assistant 
to the Vice President, Student Services.

It was difficult for me to find women role models. It 
wasn’t until I hit the university that I really found 

women role models...
-Susan Macintyre

cems, but my fear is much will be over
looked,” MacIntyre said.

MacIntyre believes daily stresses prevent 
more women from being active on women's 
issues. “The demands and the stresses on our 
time today are incredibly great and it's difficult 
to put energy into all of these issues. I think 
there are a lot of people who are interested, 
but because of these demands you don't see 
them,” she said.

MacIntyre looks to advancements that will 
change the face of the campus. “Affirmative 
action and pay equity will have a great 
impact. Tm not sure that alone will beenough, 
Ibut it’s a beginning,” she said. She thinks 
more work should be done on personal se- 

i curity issues, such as campus safety.

Dalhousie Gazette

MacIntyre has been an active feminist for 
a number of years on the Dalhousie campus. 
As a student in the mid-1980's, MacIntyre 
was involved in the Dalhousie Student Un
ion (DSU). She chaired the DSU Women's 
Committee and helped run a campaign to get 
more women involved in student politics.

MacIntyre’s experience at university im
pacted her greatly. “It was difficult for me to 
find women role models. It wasn’t until I hit 
the university that I really found women role 
models, as professors and particularly as 
student leaders. My experience as a student 
leader gave me the opportunity to meet other 
women from across the country...They gave 
me strength tocarry forward,” said MacIntyre.

Currently completing her Masters in Public
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DSU
helps
Veith House

:

by Shaune MacKinlay system.
It's other unique features include ^ 

Though students may be unfa- child care facilities, a choice of day | 
miliar with Veith House, they may or evening classes, and classes ; 
be interested to know the Dalhou- offered three times throughout the j 
sie Student Union (DSU), has tar- year.
geted this local social service or- Since 1988, the program has 
ganization as its annual charity, experienced a 59.5 percent growth 
This large red building at the end in enrollment, 
of Veith St. is a vital component B.J., who now works at Veith \ 

of Halifax's North End community. House, has been attending literacy 
The former orphanage now as- training since September, 1990. j 

sists low-income families and in- She has applied to write her GED 
dividuals achieve personal growth exam, with future plans to enroll ‘ 
and independence through a vari- in a computer course. “The at- j 
ety of non-profit programs.

Veith House responds to needs or less like a family...more places ! 
articulated by the community, should be like that,” she says, 
drawing upon the available re- Veith House's pre-school con
sources of the community, social centrâtes on providing young chil- • 
services, and volunteers.

Catherine Doucette, Public Re- positive learning experience. With 
lations Coordinator for Veith subsidies from the provincial 
House, points out, “The strength government, the pre-school is able 
of Veith House is in the integra- to function with a sliding fee scale 
tion of all the programs.". Veith to meet the financial capabilities of 
House offers counselling services the parents, 
on issues such as domestic vio- Veith House also offers in-home 
lence, sexual abuse, self-esteem, educational services to parents 
parenting and personal develop- through Project H.O.P.E. (Helpful 
ment. In 1989, these counselling Options in Parenting Education) to 

able to assist 151 assist in the learning of positive 
parenting skills.

Apart from its core programs,

mosphere (at Veith House) is more

dren, aged three to five, with a

function within their budget. Says 
Catherine Doucette, “Everybody 
here works overtime...they're 
working in non-profit because they 
want to.”

Veith House works hard to raise 
awareness of its role in Halifax's

munity service provided by Veith organization with limited available
funds, Veith House is concerned 
about its ability to continue some

House, it operates within a very 
narrow budget.

In 1989, Veith House provided of its programs, 
assistance to over 750 families on 
an operating budget of $230,000. counselling for domestic abuse 
This funding comes in part from were turned away due to lack of 
charitable organizations, such as money for a proposed assistance 
the Metro United Way, Halifax project. There is also fear that 
Children's Foundation, and the Veith House may be in danger of 
Sisters of Charity, as well as the losing its literacy program, due to 
Province of Nova Scotia and the lack °f funds.

services were 
clients.

Project Headway, the adult lit
eracy program established in 1984, Veith House offers a number of 
aims to upgrade its participants to other important services, such as 
a level which will enable them to advocacy and emergency assist- 
achieve their GED (general high ance, supervised child-parent 
school diploma). visits, trusteeing of money for

Recognizing that illiteracy can people unable to make monthly 
be linked to poverty, low self-es- payments, and work projects for 
teem, and abuse, the program is social assistance recipients, 
equipped with a built-in support Despite the high level of com-

This year, fifty men seeking

low-income community. The DSU 
will organize a number of fund
raising events for the facility, in
cluding the annual Charity Ball, to 
help raise such an awareness 
among students and the commu-Project coordinators, despite 

their time and energy, must still nity-
Canada Assistance Plan.

Because they are a non-profit

"La Goddess" ads are sexist
the Atlantic region stated, “In de
veloping this commercial it was 
our intent to avoid a sexist end
ing.”. This is why the woman, at 
the end of the commercial says, “I'll 
think about it.”. They feel this 
clearly states the woman's rights.

Moosehead breweries, who had 
been running commercials peopled 
with swimsuit clad beauties for 
over a year, pulled them in De
cember of last year. The timing 
coincided with the Montreal Mas
sacre, and with heightened sensi
tivity to sexism and violence di
rected at women.

The removal of the commercial 
was said to be because, 
“Moosehead did not want to con
tribute to anything of that sort.”.

Commercials such as the 
Labatt's ones depicting women as 
“La Babe”, though perhaps not as 
overtly sexist and offensive as 
many other things, are regarded as 
promoting negative stereotypes of 
women.

by Marie LeBlanc This note from the CRTC was
initiated by a request from the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corpora- 

NDP is planning to take strong |jon^ which considers itself much 
measures against sexism in media stricter on issues of sexism than the 
advertising.

In response to criticism that the 
Ontario government is intention- CBC ^ng for changes in beer 
ally allowing breweries to promote commercials on the basis of female 
their beer with sexist advertising, exploitation, even after it has 
the Globe and Mail newspaper has passed CRTC regulations. Proof 
reported that breweries are anx- of their committment is CBC's 
iously awaiting the Ontario New statement earlier this year that it 
Democratic Party's view.

For several years now beer ad- commercials without some 
vertisers have been criticised for 
their sexist commercials. This led 
to advertisers being “put on notice"

Word has it that the Ontario

privately owned networks.
It is not uncommon to find the

would not air certain Labatt's

changes.
One of the controversial spots in 

question depicts a young man 
by the Canadian Radio and Tel- planning a “chance meeting” with 
evision Commission this year. In a woman in a crowded bar. He 
a circular on alcoholic beverage gQgg on to explain this anticipated 
advertising, Canada's broadcasting encounter 3s if it were a football 
regulatory body stated, “Some piay, complete with a playback and 
broadcasters have expressed con- a play_by-Piay announcer, 
cem about what is perceived as a In defence of their ad, the 
growing trend to portray sexuality Watt's advertising manager for 
in broadcast advertising.”. ____________
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-------------------------------- ARTS----
TPOH — Moe than words can say

Gaz: People say TPOH is a band Gaz: Does that get you into trou- Moe: ya. I don't really blame them I was a kid, I'd buy a record and
withvery director crude lyrics, do ble? for that. Most people think of music listen to it five million times. I
you agree with that? Moe: It depends on what you mean as entertainment, I certainly do, and knew every word. It was very im-

by trouble. Once in a while some

by Alex Burton

S OME went Trick or Treat
ing. Some went down town.
Some stayed home to hand Moe: Sure. Most bands tend to as some sort of escape. I suppose portant to me, if it was a record I

n.itranriv Rut the lnrVrv r*np« «/pm • „ one w'11 10 something I ve the people who are most willing to liked, that I was very intimate with
out candy. But the lucky ones went speak about things m pretty eu- said, but it's usually who haven't oivfl nmnle the ultimate escane are it t wnniH lmnw evrrvthinp that
to the Dalhousie Student Union phemistic terms, I'm not really in- reallv listened to it or aren't reallv 8 ^ , IlL 1 W0T know eve,7lhing „
R.iiiHinn tn qpp Thp Pnrcnit of , T- 3 rea,Iy ,lsteneo 10 11 or 31011 [ r03,1Y probably the people who are most was on the cover, it was a reallyBuilding to sec The Pursuit Of crested in doing that. I m more are fans anyway. So, I don't really successfui Some one like Paula i imnortant thins to me I iust don't
Happiness rock the house. interested, to use the cliché, in get- care about people like that. successful, borne one nice rauia | important thing to me. l just cion t

The Toronto based band played ting straight to the heart of the Gaz: Your second album, One 
to over 700 people in the Mclnnis matter. The problem with the way sided Story, has not done as well 
room, with local band Black Pool that most rock bands speak is that as y0ur first, can you think of any 
as their opener. all the bands that have been before

Both bands played a heavy gui- them used all those terms. At one 
tar style of good ol' rock n' roll that time or another those things were

sort of interesting in a poetic way.
High lights of the show included The first person who ever used a 

lead singer Moe Berg changing cliché, like “you broke my heart”, 
into an “I killed Laura Palmer” T- that was a brilliant idea, but the 
shirt, and an bizarre encore per- seventh time you hear it you sort 
formance where TPOH played a of become numb to it. That's what 
heavy version of New Kids on the has happened to rock lyrics, peo- 
Block's Hang Tough. The crowed pie just rely on what they've heard, 
didn't seem sure if TPOH were That's what I try to avoid, and since 
poking fun at New Kids or at them. I feel I don't have in me to be po- 

The Gazette had a chance to etic, to think of brand new clichés,
“rap” with Moe Berg before the I just speak about things very 
show.

Abdul gives you an ultimate es- think people are into it like that any 
cape, it's a complete body gratifi-1 more. I think the fans of New Kids 
cation. All you'd want to do to it is on the Block are into that, because 
dance, you don't have to think they're really devoted. In a way 
about it, you don't have to feel, New Kids fans are a lot more thor- 

Moe: I can think of a few. For one anything, you just react to it at a j 0ugh that most people who like
' music, because they're so into it, 

frivolous as the first one. The first Gaz: Does that mean you don't they know everything about it, and 
one was more of a party album, believe bands should take politi- they care so much about the band, 
more laughs and surfacey. This one Cal stands, or sing about political That's the way I used to feel. I re
lias peeled of a couple more layers issues? 
of the onion. Consequently it's not Moe: I never said that. I'm just everything about them. I bought 
as much “fun”. I don't really see saying what's going to make you iQuadrapheniaandIlookedattho.se 
that as a problem, I see that as a more successful, I'm not saying it's pictures a million times. So, in a 
virtue in the new album. But I'm g0jng t0 make you a good band. I certain way New Kids fans are a 
not your average rock listener I think what people out there like is lot hipper than Sonic Youth fans, 
guess. more computer generated artificial Sonic Youth fans probably just like
Gaz: Do you think people are drum beat stuff, not anything they them because they're the flavour of 
looking more for “fun” and have to put any energy into. When the month.
“party" music? ___________

reasons why?

thing it's more direct, it's not as body level.had the house shak'en.

ally cared about the Who, I care

plainly.

Satisfaction’s guaranteed &
odancing in the streets, tequila ties to evoke a “peaceful easy 

flowing freely - really make you feeling.”
AVING trouble with all want to study, doesn’t it? But
your midterms? No pos- enough of that, the huge salads are know — the marathon yogi) adorn 
sible way you’ll ever get great for cooling off your mouth the walls and sitar music fills the 

those massive papers done on ^d getting you into that veggie air. They serve a plethora of herbal 
time? Don’t worry aboutit; there’s frame of mind. teas, coffees and slippery little
always finals to boost your mark, What, I didn’t tell you that this throat-soothing number called 
and no professor has ever made a place is vegetarian heaven? Must lassis. The lassis are India s 
deadline so concrete that a sudden have slipped my mind (all that equivalent to the milkshake: yo- 
death of one or more close relatives studying ya know). Even if you ghurt, fruit, milk (and in India - 

’t force a crack in the wall... be area dedicated carnivore, hear me bang!) mixed to perform the per- 
imaginative, but don’t do it on an out, honestly - even Mikey likes feet balancing act with curry or any

other hot number.

by Chris Lambie
O

H Pictures of Sri Chinmoy (you

5 o so
s
G0 o

can

it... Killer curries, powerfully po- 
Satisfaction Feast is a restaurant tent pastas, super sandwiches and 

on Grafton Street which serves-up scrumpdelyicious soups (oops, I
lots of neat brain food that will help must have liked it. I’m starting to sortment of cheesecakes (for me 
you think and that won’t tax your alliterate) all make the Feast one that is), but for the plebes in the 
wallet. of Metro’s best lunch-time festi- crowd they offer fruit salad with

They have an excellent humus vais yummy stuff on top and various
that tastes a little sour, but it has other pie/cake concoctions that
mondo chunks of garlic in it that We sampled the veggie cheese tend to vary from day to day. I
might kill smaller mammals (hint: pita and the special spinach rotini missed the mocha cheesecake be
don’t feed to children or pets). At lying under a vicious tomato sauce, cause our waitress had the last 
the risk of making these reviews They were both interestingly ob- piece for lunch - Hey, it was her 
sound like a tour of Halifax’snacho tuse, though the former could have birthday, alright! The chocolate, I 
circuit, I had someone order those used a little more cheese and the was assured, is just as good. If you 
devilish little apetizers once again, latter definitely necessitated a huge like half-pound slabs of pure co-
Wow tear-duct city, fog on the pitcher of water. The service was coa-induced delight, it wasn’t too , , , .
glasses drippy nose, slight cough extremely swift and friendly; the bad. Anyway, to get to the POINT, treats to distract the taste buds and than twenty bucks for two peop e -
- all the telltale signs of an amazing waitresses wear groovy saris and even if you are a hardcore meat polish the crunchy-granola in and we were stuffed into submis-
salsa; connotations of Mexicans seem to be hired on their capabili- addict, this place offers lots of tasty anyone. By the way, it cost less sion.

empty stomach.

Dessert centres around an as-

O K)

So dear DAL what I’m really 
trying to say is 
:anyone mildly creative, and 
interested in submitting poems, 
creative writings, graphics, art 
work, small dead birds, etc. for 
the Gazette Arts Supplement, 
please drop off submissions to

my inner most thought:
“AWien D began my smeven fi 
Soyifmeb ryne, and endyie!"

But then you would say or to wrifc,Dear, dear, deer, and
“inky whammo
ink”... what, what
what’s inky ink?” (you’d say it (does whammo have two m’s) ? WHAT? 
like that cause you studder.) 

and i’d have to 
explain it all over again.

well..................................
is there a space
just a small comer where i could 
stand

’istJdi'm sat a lax, iota* 't hoax skis, 
alyta, ifarpottoUfttfoatopap 
attotGoa to tdat 
fitthpated of loch last
CM L go taffy of anything,
ootrloo/Uf OKt totals to forpetaloatgoad a* i just think
iseoKsptcaoagartt. you might have something to

i forget itis modo* mpartast
part.. .otdtotddtl;

so...what was it you wanted to fotbltutdatptsafftdcortJ/t. li/data
see me about? gdamt fft à

stcufyr

there it is... 
nicely edited too 
I call it “bowl of fruit”.

mart.and watch? the Gazette office by Nov. 22.
.. .Lode, i’m not accusing youSurprised? Uddfltde- l*u, fti would tell you what i see...i 

would tell you 
That it was dark 
and stormy night

Ah, well my friend, “My sentiments exactly.” 
who said that?only the wind can

Know in which direction it will
blow. say.

iho* eleemosynarily yours, 
Amber Creaghan 

co- Arts Edti°r

and that

the sky was enveloped in inky express my deepest
felt emotion,ink.
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tracks (two of them covers) in a If the Style Council had written
variety of styles, Behaviours has a while on downers, at one point they
consistent sound that balances probably would have recorded
fleshed-out longer tracks with something comparable to “To Face
short, simple ones. “Being Bor- the Truth”. “My October Sym-

HANKFULLY, musician ing” and “This Must Be The Place phony” melds a seminal breakbeat,
Chris Lowe has discarded I Waited Years to Leave”, two ex- background vocals by Jay Henry,
the bombastic approach cellent tracks, epitomize the in- guitar work from Johnny Marr, and

used on past hits such as “It's A credible talents of vocalist Neil a string quartet into a pleasing re-
Sin” and “Always On My Mind”, Tennant. His lyrics are spoken suit. Angelo Badalementi, who
taken a hint from working with a poetry; his observations are often scored Twin Peaks and recent
variety of producers on their In
trospective compilation - most no
tably Frankie Knuckles - and con- usually melancholy. Tennant's “The End of the World" and “So
structed rhythms that run at a much style makes one wonder why so Hard” are the only HI-NRG tracks;
slower tempo. Where the last re- many are drawn to the childish the latter uses the shimmering
lease contained seven lengthy posturing of Morrissey.

Pet Shop Boys
Behaviours
Capitol
by Andrew Duke

T
laced with dry wit, but always David Lynch films, contributes to 
dripping with emotion, one that it “Only the Wind”.

synth wave first employed on the 
late Divine's “Native Love” and a
thumping dinosaur of a bassline. 
The release of “So Hard” as the 
first single was a poor, conserva
tive decision because it is merely 
standard Pet Shop Boys material; 
the catchy swing of “How Can You 
Expect to be Taken Seriously?” 

* would have been a fresher ap- 
5 proach toward promotion. The

jj| stark minimalism of “Nervously”
and “Jealousy”, sounding like they 
could have been from the first Pet 
Shop Boys release, end a compact 
disc that is certainly the best col
lection this duo has created to date.

y
,F |

Information Society
Hack
Tommy Boy/Reprise 

Five years ago this Minneapolis 
band had a massive hit on the Mi
ami/Latin dance charts with 
“Running”, a track that highlighted 

|jj the production work of the then- 
h unknown Paul Robb and his 

friends The Latin Rascals. In 1988 
(p Robb and his band. Information 

Society, finally got around to re
leasing a full disc of material, and 
the first single, “What’s On Your 
Mind (Pure Energy)" topped the 
dance charts that summer. With 
its jagged edits and heavy bursts 
of bass as opposed to a regular 
bassline, this was the definitive 
INSOC track, perhaps the first hit 
with samples from Star Trek (it was 
Spock who was sampled for the 
“pure energy” of the title), and the 
beginning of the freestyle explo
sion. Since then, artists such as 
Stevie B., Linear, Noel, Sweet 
Sensation, TKA and many others 
have surpassed the popularity of 
the oft-copied INSOC, while their 
self-titled debut was relatively 
straightforward, though it included 
a successful cover of ABBA's “Lay 
All Your Love On Me", it appears 
the band's quirkiness may have 
gotten (he best of them.

Hack opens with a three-minute 
long new beat groove over which 
a woman chants, “this has hap
pened before and it will all happen 
again”, and various noises more 
akin to Skinny Puppy are mixed 
in. Yes, many other bands have 
linked their songs with snippets 
from other sources, but making an 
actual song from just these sam
ples? Things improve with “How 
Long”, where we finally hear a real 
vocalist. “Think" is the gem of this 
• continued on page 16
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Some of Canada’s best computer minds 
are in the insurance industry.

As a Fellow or Associate of The Insurance Institute of 
Canada you would join an educated, experienced 
and ethical group of professionals equipped to pursue 
successful careers at the local, provincial, national 
and even international level.

Choice, challenge, satisfaction and security. They 
are just some of the rewards you’ll enjoy through a 
career in the property/casualty insurance industry.
For more information, contact Les Dandridge,
B.A., AIIC at The Insurance Institute of Canada,
481 University Avenue, 6th floor, Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2E9 (416) 591-1572 Fax: (416) 591-1678.

If you like working with computers, why not consider 
a career in the industry that uses them most. 
Surprisingly, perhaps, that’s Canada’s insurance 
industry. And what may be even more surprising is that 
the property/casualty, or general insurance industry 
offers a wider variety of career choices than you ever 
imagined. Computer specialists yes, but also marine 
underwriters, aviation adjusters, managers, lawyers, 
loss prevention engineers, investigators, investment 
specialists and many more.

General insurance is also an industry that encourages 
you to acquire its own levels of professionalism.

Canada’s Insurance Professionals
The Graduates of The Insurance Institute of Canada.
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New dance sounds
ARTSFirst Baptist Church Halifax

1300 Oxford Street (across from Shirreff Hall)
An ecumenical Church offering students a home away from home.

November 18th 10:30 a.m.
Sermon: Stewardship: God's Gifts In Our Hands 

Rev. John E. Boyd
Music: Batten, Brahms, Sleeth, Bach

November 25th 10:30 a.m.
Sermon : The King of Love My Shepherd 

Rev. John E. Boyd
Music: Tye, Ledger, Leighton, Alain

STUDENT LUNCHEON EACH SUNDAY 
FOLLOWING THE SERVICE

Ministers: Rev. John E. Boyd, Rev. Adele Crowell 
Director of Music: David MacDonald

w



SPORTS
Hockey team drops to second
Tigers tie and lose

The Kelly Division standings are
attributed the third period break- came at the 12:40 mark of the dence the Capers have learned extremely close after last week- 

The Dalhousie Hockey Tigers down to untimely mental mistakes, second period with the Tigers from their experience. end’s action. The Capers remain in
blew a two goal lead, allowing the “We were playing well and then leading 2-1. Tiger defenceman “Last year we won our first two first place with 12 points but are 
St. F. X. X-Men to rally in the third we made a couple of mental mis- Brian Melanson was hit by a Caper and then went into a slide” said the closely followed by Dalhousie, 
for a 2-2 tie on Friday night. takes like not putting the puck in high stick and Melanson retaliated, former Amherst Rambler. Acadia and St. F.X. who are all tied

The Tigers dominated the visit- deep or not picking up your man,” Rpfpr_ Tprrv MacDonald pave , ,Tt.. . for second place with eight points

—d=ath -ïE&SAïBEEBE sszszxxz leag"ngcap-
pu, Dalhousie ahead at 7:29 of toe 2-2 stalemate. X-Men goaltender eeWedtwommlTfor high 
pertod When he scored off a Andres Hogberg stopped 34 shots sticking ^ seven minute power- 
scramble in front of the X-Men in earning player of the game , d fatal for ^ Tigers.

honours.

Nixon believes the win is evi-by Gordie Sutherland Tiger sophmore Kelly Bradley The turning point in the contest

15-6.
Next weekend, the Tigers go on 

we are for real if we can keep it the road to play the St. F. X. X- 
going” said Nixon. Men and Cape Breton Capers.

goal.
The black and gold carried their UCCB 4 DAL 3 “I think it was the turning” said

first period momentum into the On Saturday night, the Univer- Caper goalie Darren Nixon. “I 
third frame when Kelly Bradley sjty College of Cape Breton think Dal got a little tired because 
increased the Tiger lead to 2-0. Süsjy Warm

/L@@Æt
d ff@ir L®

showed metro hockey fans just they had to kill a penalty for seven 
Alan Baldwin playing defence why their sitting alone in first place, minutes. That takes a lot out of 

on the power-play took a low, crisp atop ,he Kelly Division, 
shot that hit an X-Men skate before The visiting Capers capitalized 
landing on the stick of Tiger winger on a seven minute power-play to 
Mike Griffith. Griffith took another defeat the Tigers 4-3. The loss was 
shot and Bradley came racing in the first for Dal this season, 
from top of the circle to pick up Stephen Gordon, Bruce 
the rebound and beat goaltender Campbell, John Lake and John 
Andres Hogberg who was Mulvihill all scored for the Island 
sprawled out in the X-Men net.

The X-Men battled back with a

wmâyou.”

Cape Breton opened up a 4-2 
lead with a pair of goals in the first 
10 minutes of the third period.

1me 

Clothing
VVThe Tigers tried to rally their 

way back with a marker late in the 
third period to trail by one with just 
over a minute left on the clock. The 
Capers were able to hold off the 
Tiger surge to secure their sixth win 
of the season.

q. <v02^

squad.
Chicago native Joe Suk, captain 

Craig Morrison and veteran Der- 
Former Halifax Junior A star ndç Pringle responded for the Ti- 

Duane Saulnier fed teammate Don 
Leblanc on a two-on-one break and 
Leblanc beat Dal keeper Pat 1 
McGarry with a quick shot to the 
low, lefthand comer.

The Tigers were visibly shaken 
after the goal by Leblanc and the 
result was another X-Men tally by 
Ben Macintosh just 36 seconds 
later.

marker at 11:16 of the third.

gers.

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS BLUE HERON

The contract for DAL PHAROS Yearbook Graduation 
Portraits has been awarded to Robert Calnen, Master 
Photographer of Halifax.
Sitting Fee : for four poses - $10.50 and up.

For an appointment call 454 - 4745
Calnen of Canada Ltd.

1 590 Argyle Street • Upstairs • Halifax • 423 0706

HE SHOOTS... 
HE SCORES!

GUY LAFLEUR BEES
M'

doesn't, 
hut you 
could.

Images of Distinction

New Student Charters!JACKETS msWRITE
SPORTS

l 1 Halifax to:
VancouverDt* LEATHER

* MELTON & LEATHER
* NYLON

658.00
Calgary/Edmonton 568.00

408.00 
208.00 
228.00 
188.00

■Jr i
We here a great variety of orests 

liable to customise your jaoketlfor the Winnipeg
Ottawa

ava

Gazette Toronto 
Montreal

Seats are limited, restrictions apply.

University 
Shirts and 
J-Shirts o

%
>5.

GOING YOUR WAYmaritime campus store
6238 Quinpool Road, Halifax

Wholesale 429-3391 Dalhousie Student Union Building 
494 - 2054

Retail 423-6523
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temporary storage for his fine ale.

It was an impressive structure that soon 

became the central topic of discussion at the 

terfront taverns. Indeed, word ofnearhy wa

der's efforts quickly spread throughout 

hoard the ships that

Alexan

the port and even a 

d went.

For in hi.

came

an
brewery Alexander was 

instructing his employees to work slowly an 

fully, taking the time to get things right. 

The merits of this philosophy were 

by the taste of his India Pale Ale.

The longshoremen

the sailors in the British navy came to 

derstand that Alexander' 

of ale was assurance of a quality brew.

Today, we still brew Alexander Keith's 

India Pale Ale his way.

is new

care
confirmed

the garrison officers,

even
bottles name on aun

arrived in Halifax,der KeithWhen Al

he found a hustling seaport town full of 

longshoremen, garrison officers and sailors 

who shared a taste for quality ale.

exan

he began to 

is new brewery.

ful fashiIn his ionown careiu
look for a suitable home for hi 

It was a search that occupied the better part of

der's 

til the time

ot part of Alfive years, for it was n 

character to make any decision un

exan

ight.was n
Finally there came a day when Alexander

that he had found what he wanted. Henew
settled on several acres on Water btreet, a site 

that afforded hi business plenty of roomis new

to grow.
built with walls of localThe brewery was 

quarrystone and cut granite. Under the 

cobblestone courtyards, cool vaults provide

&I
Who Like It, Like It A LotThose
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The argument Webster presentsKuwait conflict to that of Israel- West Bank and Gaza, he states that
Palestine (Gazette Nov. 1/90), it is the Gulf crisis “fits in” because of is too weak to support his claim,
my view that to link the two in this the military funding of the U.S. to If the facts ofU.S. military funding
way does little but to demean the Israel. As well, though not explic- and U.S. hypocrisy constitute the

. nature of the latter conflict. After itiy stated in the article, the notion connection, then one could take
To the Editor, giving a valid account of the of- 0f U.S. hypocrisy plays a major this claim to an extreme and link

In response to Paul Webster's fences perpetrated by Israel against role in the connection between the the problems of El Salvador,
opinion piece linking the Iraq- the Palestinian population of the two conflicts.

Gulf crisis 
has no morals

Nicaragua, Panama (and until re-

m mmIS
I m is1 i mII , ii s.:IIEg

m
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In 1820, the British navy

discovered 
reason to take sh

a new
leaveore

Halitax.in

cently the situation in South Af
rica), directly to the Iraq-Kuwait 
conflict. This would be stretching 
the analogy, and the tie that 
Webster is trying to make, too far.

However, it does serve to show 
that by piggy-backing the resolu
tion of any one severe and essen
tially unique conflict to another 
does little more than diminish the 
importance of both. Certainly there 
are elements common to both the 
Israel-Palestine and the Iraq-Ku
wait conflicts. Though, as some
one who has recently (1988) visited 
not only Israel but the West Bank, 
Gaza and Jordan, it is my opinion 
that to attempt to find a hasty so
lution to the Israel-Palestine con
flict merely because of the exist
ence of another conflict in the re
gion is to go about it in a negligent 
and situationally ignorant way.

The international community 
and international public opinion 
must be made to address the Israel- 
Palestine conflict for what it now 
is; a decades-long belligerent 
standoff between two diverse 
peoples attempting to live on the 
same small piece of earth. The 
questions of ideology, belief, reli
gion, economics, politics, and 
violence that are such crucial fac
tors in the conflict are unique to 
the Israel-Palestine problem. To 
attach this problem to another, as 
Webster does, is to mask the points 
of distinction between the two.

True, the U.S. funds Israel's 
military, and true the U.S. is dis
playing inordinate amounts of hy
pocrisy even by their own stand
ards. But the Gulf crisis is a crisis 
of oil and moral muscle-flexing. 
The Israel-Palestine crisis has 
nothing to do with oil and the 
muscle-flexing going on has little 
if anything to do with morals.

Chris Bellon 
Political Science, MA

Sounds
• continued from page 14
disc; opening with samples from 
Bomb the Bass, Schoolly-D, and 
Humphrey Bogart, this first single 
has energy, lots of it, and is infused 
with olentv of stolen beat. Then 
patterns; and many of the lyrics and 
vocals pathetic, this is not the bril
liant follow-up one would expect. 
In the end the problem is not the 
fact that the ten actual songs are 
surrounded and sometimes buried 
by samples, but that there are only 
three good songs paired with what 
sounds like seven parodies.

-z»' \ S VV *3-,

Paperback. Hardcover 
and Rare Books 
Bought and Sold

BACK PAGES
5214 Sackvük Si.. Halifax. 

Nova Scotia B3J IK6 
423-4750I
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First project is “Week of Reflection ”
New group makes mark

» !

together to educate ourselves and The group operates within a 
other students,” said Nicole feminist framework. “We are non- 

“Until women have reached so- Schmidt, a member of the group, hierarchical, concensus-based, 
cial, economic and political equal- The group has identified a That means we all share responsi- 
ity there will be a need for people number of issues of concern to bilities for chairing meetings and 
to organize around women's issues, women. “Our first project is the organizing events. There isn't any 
The Dalhousie Women's Group is Week of Reflection to remember presidential veto and the group 
just one example of how people are the 14 women killed in Montreal only acts on issues when every 
working towards equality,” said and raise awareness about the member supports an idea. It may 
Chris Bellon, a member of the violence against women that oc- take more time, but it means 
Dalhousie Women's Group.

The Dalhousie Women's Group tinue with other projects next term to,” said Bellon. 
is the newest student group or- and address issues such as campus 
ganizing around women's issues, safety,” said Bellon.
Its predecessors include the Dal
housie Student Union Women's

by Lara Morris

*

curs every day. We hope to con- women's voices are being listened

Members of the group hope they 
can work to reclaim the word 

Members of the group feel it “feminist”. ‘Too many people shy 
Committee and the Dalhousie provides a supportive environment awaY from calling themselves

for women to express their feelings feminists. We think we can assert 
Formed this fall, the group has and frustrations. “We had one our beliefs and show that being a 

over 30 members, mostly female meeting where all we talked about feminist means striving for equal- 
students. “I think it's great that so was why we exist. Some of the ity by education others and shar- 
many women are interested in women had some incredible stories ing our experiences,” said Schmidt, 
working on these issues on cam- about discrimination and abuse.
pus. There is a strong feeling That's what has motivated most of underway, the Dalhousie Women's 

No, I don’t know where the pigeons went. But take it straight from within the group that we can work us to come together,” said Schmidt. Group is off to a good start! 
the horse’s, errr, mouth. You should contribute to the Focus on 
Dalhousie page.

Women's Alternative.

With Week of Reflection well

Law symposium
tor”. The lawyer must abandon the 
old style of practice in favour of a 

Toronto lawyer Edward more team-oriented approach. The 
Belobaba was the principle speaker emphasis will shift to the lawyer's 
at the annual Ronald St. John role as another of the client's 
MacDonald Symposium held re- servants, together with the econo- 
cently at the Dalhousie Law mists, management and business

consultants and government offi- 
The symposium, sponsored by cials, Belobaba said, 

the John E. Read International Law Boris Alekhin, currently study- 
Society, was entitled, “Doing ing Canadian Capital Markets at 
Business in the USSR and Eastern the Dalhousie School of Business

by J.B.V. Kelly

School.

Europe - A Canadian Trade Law- before returning to Moscow where
he will be responsible for starting 

Belobaba provided an interest- up a Stock Exchange, also ad- 
ing overview of the changes af- dressed ecomomic opportunities in 
feeling the Soviet Union and ‘Eastern Europe’.
‘Eastern Europe’. He said the de- Alekhin told the audience not to 
scription, ‘Eastern Europe’ should expect an Exchange to be operating 
now be used only in its geographi- within two months, contrary to 
cal sense, as it can no longer refer rumours in the press. He said, 
to the ‘monolithic’ structure which “seventy-three years ago we went 
has recently crumbled. in the wrong direction”, and as-

As a commercial lawyer, serted that changes necessary be- 
Belobaba's remarks centered on the fore the opening of an Exchange 
mercantile aspects of the new would take some time, 
emerging regime in the Soviet

yer's Perspective”.

Participants of Annual Ronald St. John Mac Donald Symposium.

He said, for example, brokers 
Union. He said corporate Canada would need to be trained. Alekhin 
could take greater advantage of the said that he doubted the efficacy 
perceived affinity between our two 0f the “500-Day Plan” and the 
countries based on such similarities “Gorbachev Compromise” of the 
as the federal state, the northern Shatalin proposal, but said he 
climate, and the fact that one in supported the logical basis under
eight Canadians have an ‘Eastern lying the reforms.
European’ or Russian heritage. The audience was left with the 

Canadians are in danger of being impression by both speakers that 
left behind in the Western rush to they are indeed fortunate to be 
access the new marketplace of290 observing the massive changes 
million people. Belobaba stressed gripping the Socialist Block, 
that despite the hardships of doing The Symposium is named for
business in the Soviet Union, the Professor MacDonald, a past Dean 
corporate credo remains; “not of the Law School and a member 
philanthropy, but ruthless com- of the European Court of Human 
mercialism”. Rights. John E. Read is the only 

The lawyer's role in this race is Canadian to have sat on the Inter- 
one of “educator and communica- national Court of Justice.

1

THE JOHN E. E® WEMm LBtOWS
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Hey kids, get out of that Jello tree...and speak to the student body.
That's right every week in the Dal Gazette we're reserving a space for you.
The FOCUS ON DALHOUSIE page is designed for societies, interest groups, clubs, and social net- 

woiks so they can let the Dalhousie community know what they are up to.
If your group has an upcoming event or special occasion this is the place to put it
STOP! Before you run off and start writing your free advertisement read the rest of this message.
FOCUS ON DALHOUSIE is not an announcement space, nor is it a place to put an add. This is a page 

with news style articles focused on groups at Dalhousie.
We will not print your piece if it reads like this:
"Hello to all my fine feathered friends. We are the Birds are People Too club. We meet where ever 

seagulls gather. At our meetings we generally crow, chirp, tweet, and gobble.
We love to meet other people who enjoy dressing up like birds and hanging around garbage dumps. 

Sometimes we even go to paries and ask for bread crumbs.
Why not come join our group."
Make sure your story has a lead (covering the who, what where, why, and when) which is approximately 

30 words long.
Do not forget to include quotes in your story. They can be from your president, a member, or some one 

who is an authority on what your group does. Quotes legitimize your article and are very important.
Write in inverted pyramid style. That is to say give the most important information in your story first and 

the rest in descending order of importance.
Why not drop by our office on the third floor of the Student Union Building and talk to us. Usually we're 

pretty friendly, and we can give you an idea of what were looking for..
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PITCHING BARREL BUNGS is a favourite 
game in Jack Daniel's Hollow and our 
barrelmen have a lot of time to practice because 
of the way we make Jack Daniel's Whiskey.

Every drop of Jack Daniel's is seeped 
through room-high mellowing vats 
prior to aging. It's an old Tennessee 
process that simply can't be hurried.
Then we wait while our 
whiskey gains more smoothness 
in new oak barrels. Admittedly, 
there are times when our 1
barrelmen look like they're 
hardly working. But after your 
first sip, we think you'll agree 
that it's worth the wait.
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JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY

It you'd like a booklet about Jack Daniel's Whiskey, Write us here in Lynchburg, Tennessee, 37352, U.SA
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8 CM A
■ Certified Management Accountant

1 nTHE SOCIETY OF 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS
OF
NEW BRUNSWICK 
1-(800) 565-7198

NEWFOUNDLAND 
1-(800) 565-7130

NOVA SCOTIA 
(902) 422-5836 
1-(800) 565-7198

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 
1-(800) 565-7198
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ALL FOOD 1/2 PRICE
(WITH STUDENT I.D.)

W(Êdm(&&dlmw is
WINGS only....15d a piece 

4:30 ' til close
Mild, Medium, Hot. Suicide,

We have:

Every Thursday:
Tony Quinn's Trivia

10:00 pm
Woody's.........the Wing Place

1
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TYPESETTING
DESIGN

f o r
RESUMES 
POSTERS 

NEWSLETTERS 
AND MORE

494-1280
THIRD FLOOR SUB 

IN GAZETTE OFFICE

Gary Brennan Certified Management Accountant

ON PLAYING TO WIN IN BUSINESS.
“Sports and personal fitness have always been an important part 

of my life. In competitive sports, you learn to appreciate the merits 
of other people’s unique strengths. Working together towards a 
common goal, you can win in the most satisfying way possible - as a 
team. It’s an outlook that applies to business too.

“Our management team is just that - a team. We are responsive 
to emerging industry and economic trends, and we modify our tac
tics to stay on track. With our approach, we get commitment and 
co-operation at every level. I feel good about that.

“I have to say that my CMA training is largely responsible for 
preparing me to do what I do today. As far as the new Accreditation 
Process is concerned, 1 believe it can only improve the future 
CM As potential to excel in today’s competitive business world."

If you want to play to win in business, do what Gary Brennan did. 
Become a Certified Management Accountant.

As Comptroller of Northern Operations for 
Esso Resources, Gary Brennan plays a key 
role on the division’s senior management 
team. In addition to helping formulate and 
manage the long-term business plan for 
this vital operation, Gary has a leadership 
role in the areas of business practices, 
financial management, and information 
Integrity. In such a rapidly changing 
business arena, it’s a role that demands 
both strong management skills and a 
singular personal commitment.
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IMPORTANT BULLETIN
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
50% OFF RETAIL PRICES ON high quality 

SCREB\I PRINTED OF EMBROIDERED T-SHIRTS, JACK
ETS, SWEATSHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SHORTS, TRAVEL, 

BAGS, MUGS, ETC.

EXPERT ARTWORK - for club names, logos,
MOTTOS, ETC.

GREAT FUND - RAISERS
(MINIMUM ORDER ONE DOZEN)

TWIN CITIES PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
TEL (902) 453-5455 
FAX: (902)455 - 0218

VA

Saturday and Sunday Brunch 10:30am - 3:30pm 

Steak, 2 eggs and fries only $5.95
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concert at the Casino Theatre, 2120 
Gottigen st„ 8:00, tickets available

The International SocialistCïub will The Dalhousie Ait Gallery’s new at Red Herring and Oxfam Deveric 
be holding a talk and discussion on film series presents Part 1: The The Road to Mecca: will be per- 
Socialism and War.7:30p.m. Rm mechanical Paradise,Part2: The formed at the Ship’s Company 
302 SUB. Powers That Be: will be shown on Theatre till Dec.8. Tickets are $12
Lorraine Seizato. formerly of the 28th, 12:30 and 8:00pm Info: and $10, call 421-1902 lor matinee

494-2303 details
Dear Reverend:
I think TLF sucks, you suck, and 
the whole paper sucks!
-majority-

Parachute Club, will be speaking
on Women and Entertainment at The Beggar’s Opera: A Rollick- 
MS VU, Selon Academic Ctr, Aud. ing Romp amoung the Low-Life of

London. At the Sir James Dunn
Theatre, admission: $12.stud.: S10. youtL Help Line needs volunteers

______________________ i 8:00pm to provide referral & immediate
Northwoodcare is having its ‘ <M)ls fo.r '**** ^eeting at the day counselling to callers. Contact 
Christmas sale. 11:00a.m. to 3:00 M m “ ^ WUson 422-2048.
p.m.,entnmcc North wood Terrace. Y
Feminism & How it Influences

D, 3-4:30. Would you believe that ex-WWF 
wrestler turned actor (HA!) Jessie 
“The Body’’ Ventura got elected 
mayor in Pennsylvania? GodBlcss 
America!

Dear Majority: Blow. 
- the Reverend-

An Ode to flushing: 
Don’t be a lush,Nova Scotia Fiends of Schizo

phrenics is a self-help group pro-
Our Work. A panel of women will I I viding public information, cduca-
begin by sharing perspectives on !——---------------------------- tion & support to friends & relatives
feminist practice in their disciplines. Christinas Craft Market noon affected by schizophrenia. Every- 
Hancock Hall, Maritmie School of until 10pm and all weekend at the one is welcome to attend the next 
Social Work, 4:00p.m.
Lecture: “Response to the Neo-
Classical View of World Develop- at 423-3837
ment” with speaker Manfred Lecture: “Constitutional Devei- A combination Christmas Toy 
Bienefcldt, Prof, of Public Ad- opment in South Africa" will be Drive & Food Drive will be held at 
ministration. Part of a Seminar given by LeonTrakman (LAW),at the Dal Law School Nov. 21 & 22. 
Series in International Develop- 4:30pm at the Multidisciplinary Donationsofncw,unwrapped,non- 
ment, in Rm MM 208-a at St. Studies, 1444 Seymour Sl violent toys will be donated to the

Lecture: “Human Rights and children of Byrony House. Help 
Democracy” with guest speaker give children a joyous Christmas. Patricia Monture, Prof^E

~ ' 1 and Public Law at be heard on EARTH ACTION,
DalhoWItiOn âl 1:30'at the Friday at 5:45 p.m. on
MifÏÏMainLibrary,f38l^E*S^«g6rr^^^ll
Gardera Jlj| C.Kjm

War is Peace 
Ignorance is Knowledge 
Freedom is Slavery 
George O.

iFppping Flush!
-3rd-

Message to readers:
As long as people believe inWorld Trade and Conversion general meeting, 8:00 p.m., 

Centre, for more info, call Vivian Hancock Hall, Dalhousie, comer
of Cobourg & Oxford Roads

To Gregg and Jeff: Chilli dogs and abscurities 
Oreo ice-cream.. What’s your they will continue to commit 
pleasure treasure? -mc- atrocities.

Rob: Not to be indiscrete, but In response to last week’s quotation
Man, do you ever have small about love: 
feet!!!!!
-CMC

fris better to have loved and lost/ 
than never have loved at all.Mary’s

assess:
to the sounds of 
funk. Amission

Jack: Romance willneverbe paved To the cave-moman: So you want 
over so long as there are those who to get primitive, huh? Well ,come 
can hear the muse infelling leaves, to my cave,
-haha-

zouk, Consoca^calypso, 
i $5.

for a feast, I just killed a dinosaur 
buga huga-

liares: public
âfg|d§

Bombers” will be 
865-2256

m Message to ALL:
Be satisfied not to read in between | Message to REZ FOOD: 
thelines.-phil- |Eating .your food is like eating

; yellow snow.

SUB PUB Benefit for

i. Mo: 8

Action Centre at the Dalhousie T . 
SUB, 8:00 p.m. Five Bands, Four « 
Bucks., all ages, all wages. Wet ‘Hunters

shown. Erik: One of these days, you too at residence- 
will bloom.-stranger-

nt<te£!UCoff£°in>Nto(ter& f Available immediately. Welling-

l in tne Keoccca v. onn AUGliOnuni, e* R 'tfhelnr anartment 1 Infor-
The Sacred Heart School of Hali- tickets at die Atrs Center Box Of- nishe(L $395 plus util. Cali 429-

iMairi - thanks for the other night. 
PB never forget you. -s-

PhillOOO : Snow on the ground 
says that another season is dead. Why can’t they make poppies with 
thus another bom.-A-t--

fax is having its Christinas Sale f,ce’ 2256 after 6 p.m.

from 1 pm. to 4:30 p.m. Lots of ....... .................................................Free Trips and Cash!! Canada's
:rafts, arts and fun. j #1 student tour operator needs dy-
The Virgin Mary has allegedly i------------ ----------- : namic individuals or student or-
3een appearing in Yugoslavia. David Wood’s first book, Native ganizations iopromotesun/skiparty 
Protestant Journalist Wayne Wieble Song, will be launched at tire North tours toCancun, Montreal, Quebec, 
will discuss his book on the subject Branch Library. Bethereat7:00pm. Daytona Beach, Dominican Re
in the Cardinal Cushing Audito- Nicaraguan Performer Luis public. Call Hi-Life 1-800-268- 
rium. Mount St. Vincent House, Enrique Mejia Godoy:will be in 4169.
Halifax. r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

safety pins built so they won’t keep 
falling out?

My Three Lines: Life i: 
bottomless vase that I kee; 
JUB^where are the flowers?-won- 
dérer-;

in

Hippy Birthday Jude! -Rm 339 
iShirreff-

ATTENTION ARTS STUDENTS 
CANDIDATES ARE BEING SOUGHT 
FOR THE INTERIM POSITIONS OF :

ATTENTION ARTS STUDENTSDalhousie Alumni Sunday Skate, 
is every Sunday at the Dalhousie 
Memorial Arena, 3:00p.m.- 4p.m. 
Students $2, Families $5.
“Our Country’s Good,” is plying 
at the Neptune Theatre from Nov.2- 
25...for ticket information,calI429-

NOTICE TREASURER,
SECRETARY,OF A GENERAL MEETING 

THURSDAY NOV. 22, 1990 
6:00PM

COUNCIL CHAMBERS
ALL ARE WELCOME!!! 

FREE PIZZA AND 
BEVERAGES

BE THERE!

7070

&
Locusts, Deserts & Draughts In 
N. Africa: Environmental Issues 
of North Africa,will the subject of 
a presentation by Mr. Paul Atanya. 
From 12:00 p.m.-lpm in Seminar 
Rm of LPI, 1321 Edward St. Bring 
your lunch. For info, call Sean 
Kelly,494-2038.
The DalhousieWomen’s Group 
will meet in the SUB at 6:30 p.m. 
For info call 429-1161.
The Gazette has its layout night! 
Drop by after 5 p.m. for free pizza 
and beverages too. All welcome.

FIRST YEAR REP.
APPLICATIONS FORMS AVAILABLE AT 

THE ENQUIRY DESK - ARTS BOX

QUESTIONS ?
CALL SHELLY (PRES) AT 422 - 8361

OR
MIKE (VICE) AT 492 - 0789

l

1:
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TUESDAY 20

SUNDAY18

SATURDAY 24

CLASSIFIEDS

SATURDAY! 7

THURSDAY 22

FRIDAY! 6
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THURSDAY!5 WEDNESDAY 21
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utting Quality on the Road3

1For complete details 
on the GM Graduate 
Program, call nowI

O/

800-GM-DRIVE

»

GM

i
i

’The 1991 GM Graduate Program it open to oil students who graduate during the period September 1, 1988 through August 31. 1991 
fThe GM Graduate Program cannot be combined with the GM Employee Purchase Progrom

1
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ANY GM CAR, LIGHT TRUCK OR VAN
ll YOU*RK GRADUATING I ROM A RECOGNIZED COMMUNITY C OEI.EGE. C EG I POR UNIVERSITY BEFORE
August 31. 1991*. you qualify ior the 1991 GM Graduate Program. Join up and you’i.i.
RECEIVE A $750 DISC OU N I ON THE NEW GM CAR. EIGHT TRUCK OR VAN OF YOUR CHOICE. ÀND FOR 
EVEN GREATER VALUE. YOU C AN COMBINE YOUR $750 DISCOUNT VVI I II OTHER GM AND DEAFER 
DISCOUNTS OR INCENTIVES AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF YOUR PURCHASE. I I S IOO GOOD TO MISSÎ 
I I S THE BEST PROGRAM OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.
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